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the rencontres d'arles enjoy the special support of 
priX pictet, fondation jan MichalsKi pour l’Écriture 
et la littÉrature, yelloWKorner, the sWiss 
confederation, lët’z arles (luXeMbourg), huaWei, 
nespresso, bnp paribas, Rubis Mécénat cultuRal fund, 
actEs sud, thE swiss aRts council PRo hElVEtia, saif, adaGP, 
MétRobus, luMa aRlEs, coMMunauté d’aGGloMéRation 
aRlEs cRau caMaRGuE MontaGnEt tE, aGEfos PME Paca.

the support froM
haMiltons GallERy, thE louis RoEdERER foundation, 
fnac, thE daniEl and nina caRasso foundation, tEctona, 
RiVEdRoit aVocats, PinsEnt Masons llP, uniVERsité 
PaRis ii Panthéon-assas, diREction intERRéGionalE 
dE la PRotEction JudiciaiRE dE la JEunEssE sud-Est, fidal, 
lE Point, MadaME fiGaRo, MK2, idEat MaGazinE, fishEyE, 
off thE wall, RéPonsEs Photo, Picto foundation, cEntRal 
duPon iMaGEs, PRocEssus, ciRcad, PlasticollaGE, 
cEwE, atEliER sunGhEE lEE & GaMbiER, anita saXEna 
intERPRétaRiat.

and the active collaboration of
cEntRE PoMPidou, bibliothèquE nationalE dE fRancE, 
écolE nationalE suPéRiEuRE dE la PhotoGRaPhiE d’aRlEs, 
association du MéJan, MuséE Réat tu, caRRé d’aRt-MuséE 
d’aRt contEMPoRain dE nÎMEs, collEction laMbERt 
aViGnon, hÔtEl dEs aRts toulon, fRac Paca, MuséE 
déPaRtEMEntal aRlEs antiquE, abbayE dE MontMaJouR, 
MusEon aRlatEn, consEils d’aRchitEctuRE, d’uRbanisME 
Et dE l’EnViRonnEMEnt 13, 30 Et 34, sERVicE du PatRiMoinE 
dE la VillE d’aRlEs, PaRc natuREl RéGional dE caMaRGuE, 
fEstiVal dE MaRsEillE, fondation VincEnt Van GoGh, 
association PouR un MuséE dE la RésistancE Et dE la 
déPoRtation En aRlEs Et Pays d’aRlEs, inRaP, théÂtRE 
d’aRlEs, ina, bouchEs-du-RhÔnE touRisME.
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a word From  
tHe minister
audrey azoulay 
MinistER of cultuRE  
and coMMunication

in less than half a century, photography has become 
a cornerstone of arles’ personality. the commitment 
of professionals, elected officials and local residents 
has made the Rencontres a must for photographers 
and photography enthusiasts from around the world.

thanks to the festival, arles has also become 
an architectural capital, with new buildings by 
frank Gehry and Marc barani, who designed the 
école nationale supérieure de la photographie. 
architecture gives concrete expression to the now-
unbreakable bond between arles and photography.

that relationship grew even stronger last year, when 
there were 104,000 visitors and 1,100,000 admissions. 
over 15,000 image professionals came to opening 
week. the success is likely to continue in 2017.

the inclusive program embraces photographic 
practices, travel and experiences. Visitors 
will be carried away by a host of images 
that make distant realities visible and offer a 
glimpse into the most private imaginations.

the festival is successful because it welcomes 
and shows all photographs and aesthetics, 
strongly encourages diversity and reaches out 
to youth with visual education activities and 
support for creation and training, as the école 
nationale supérieure de photographies attests.

those efforts are more necessary than ever if the 
Rencontres is to continue being a space of dialogue 
and discovery, a window on a changing world.
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tHe alCHemy oF summer in arles

Hervé sCHiavetti 
MayoR of aRlEs

the world’s premiere photography festival is a 
collective work of art to be created each year. for 48 
years under arles’ sun, the Rencontres has been driven 
by talent, imagination, energy, and by the alchemy of 
photographers, works, sites, public, and atmosphere.  

in its way, this work of collective art is a local 
industry, inscribed in an ecosystem established 
over decades through the joint work of elected 
representatives, collectives, foundations, companies, 
schools, associations, etc. the Rencontres has 
a major impact on the economy of arles. in 
employment, for example, it hires 400 people 
each summer, with 235 six-month contracts. 
according to a study carried out last year, adding 
up direct and indirect expenses, the Rencontres 
injects 22 million euros into arles’ economy.

this leadership role has grown, given the historic 
turnout of 2016 (over 100,000 visitors), demonstrating 
that artistic rigor can go hand in hand with popular 
success. this is the result of the work and talents 
of sam stourdzé, the director, and the president 
hubert Védrine. it is their third year working together 
in a generous, passionate, multifaceted program, 
which has both local and international dimensions. 

this summer, on the international side, we’re wearing 
colombia’s colors. it’s a country of great photography, 
and bullfighting, as its fans know well. i’m happy that 
our friend colombia, who is on the road to peace, has 
been invited to arles this year. i’d like to express my 
admiration for the colombian president, Juan Manuel 
santos, who won the nobel Peace Prize last year. 

Mathieu Pernot, notably, represents the local 
dimension, rounding off his artistic and humanitarian 
work on tzigane communities begun while he was 
still a student in the 1990s, at the école nationale 
supérieure de la Photographie (EnsP) in arles. 

thanks to the luMa foundation, since their 
renovation, in the Parc des ateliers, the forges and 
the Mécanique provide spaces that suit the needs 
of major international exhibitions. it’s the first time 
in the history of the Rencontres, which explains the 
presence of prestigious institutions like the centre 
Georges-Pompidou, the interministerial delegation of 
land Planning and Regional attractiveness (dataR), 
and the bibliothèque nationale de france (bnf). it’s 
also a good demonstration of the festival’s stature. 

for half a century, the Rencontres has invested in, 
discovered, and made the sites at arles magnificent. 
the variety of exhibition sites adds to the magic of the 
festival: twenty or so architectural monuments made 
available by the city of arles; the former industrial site 
of Papeteries étienne, which will be the stage, once 
again, of the night of the year; the new  
émile-combes site provided by the association of  
the arles-crau-camargue-Montagnette metropolitan 
areas; Ground control at the sncf train station; and 
the Méjan association which is provided this summer 
by actes sud, as well as the above-mentioned Parc 
des ateliers. all of these different atmospheres in 
places with unique personalities make the Rencontres 
a multi-faceted experience for the visitor.

as we did for his or her predecessors, we will 
happily welcome the new Minister of culture on 
the walkway at the Parc des ateliers. here we’ll 
find the new building designed by frank Gehry 
for the luMa foundation, and the new école 
nationale supérieure de la Photographie, a major 
architectural project by Marc barani, for which 
Michel Vauzelle, deputy of arles, and president 
françois hollande laid down the first stone last year. 

the Rencontres is also a product of our loyal partners. 
i’d like to thank the Ministry of culture, and all the 
larger communities, for their fidelity well-beyond 
the political affiliations of their elected officials: 
the Regional council of the Provence-alpes-côte 
d'azur, and its president, christian Estrosi, and the 
General council of the bouches-du-Rhône, and its 
president Martine Vassal; among the private partners: 
olympus, bMw, Gares & connexions, the luMa 
foundation, the swiss confederation, lët’z arles 
(luxembourg), the bnP, nespresso, huawei, and 
the fondation Jan Michalski pour l’écriture et la 
littérature. Each of them, with their energetic and 
creative teams, makes this great event possible. i’d 
like to thank them in the name of the people of arles.

finally, i wish a great edition to the Rencontres, 
and a beautiful summer 2017 to all fans of 
photography, and those that love the city of arles.
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Hubert védrine 
PREsidEnt of thE REncontREs d’aRlEs

for the 48th year, the Rencontres photographiques 
d'arles meets its public! an exigent, enthusiastic, 
passionate public, attached to the concept 
of the Rencontres d’arles, and the spirit 
of places (its many venues are ever more 
numerous this year: 25 sites, 250 artists). 

the Rencontres discovers and innovates once 
again. with the opening of Ground control and 
the Mistral, there are two new exhibition sites 
on émile-combes boulevard. the Grand arles 
Express will arrive in Marseille, avignon, nîmes 
and toulon, and still elsewhere in the coming 
years. we went to Jimei, china, in 2015 and 
2016, and will go again next november. 

the festival is also a site of openness and exchange. 
with their gaze, 28 artists will speak to us this year 
about colombia, which, after half a century of civil 
war, walks a fragile road to peace. Meanwhile, 62 
photographers, many young, and many female, will 
tell us in photographs about iran from 1979-2017.

i’d like to invite our great friend, our public, 
to enjoy their visit to the Rencontres 2017! 

 

witH tHanks
to all our Partners !

the Rencontres d’arles wish to thank the Ministry of 
culture and communication, the Provence-alpes-
côte d’azur Regional directorate of cultural affairs, 
the Ministry of Education, higher Education and 
Research, the Provence-alpes-côte d’azur Regional 
council, the bouches-du-Rhône departmental 
council, the city of arles, the canopé network, the 
centre for national Monuments, and all our public 
partners whose support is so precious to us. 

we are delighted to be associated with the centre 
Pompidou in its 40th anniversary year and with 
2017 france-columbia year, jointly supported by 
the Ministry of foreign affairs and international 
development, the Government of columbia and the 
institut français. 

we would like to thank all our sponsors and private 
partners for their generosity and renewed trust, 
especially olympus—celebrating 10 years of 
partnership together—, the luMa foundation, 
bMw, sncf Gares & connexions, the Prix Pictet, 
the fondation Jan Michalski pour l'écriture et la 
littérature, the swiss confederation, yellowKorner 
and actes sud, as well as many others which space 
prevents us from listing here.

we are also delighted to strengthen our collaboration 
with those partners who have recently joined us, 
including bnP Paribas, lët’z arles (luxembourg), 
nespresso, huawei, Rubis Mécénat cultural fund 
and the louis Roederer foundation.

finally, we would like to thank our main media 
partners who help disseminate the festival’s news 
and promote its image around the world: aRtE, 
Konbini, lci, le Point, Madame figaro, mk2, idEat 
Magazine, fisheye and off the wall.

welCome to tHe 48tH 
annual renContres!
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new sPaCe
sam stourdzé
diREctoR of thE REncontREs d’aRlEs

the more we think a country closed, stuck in 
political and economic crises, the more we find 
photographers there. they reveal, describe, 
demonstrate, invent, repair, build, in their own 
language, that of the image. they decipher the 
preliminary signs of societies in upheaval. 
the 48th issue of the Rencontres de la Photographie 
shares this taste for other places. all across the city 
of arles—a city of living legacy which, in the space 
of a summer, transforms into a wonderful place of 
welcome for our exhibitions—a trajectory emerges 
that will lead you from latin america to iran, from 
the shores of the bosphorus to the syrian border, 
from château davignon to the trailers of arles. 
you’ll go on a snorkeling tour of flooded lands; 
you’ll go by train across the vast Russian landscape; 
you’ll pick up the pieces of lenin in ukraine; 
you’ll reflect on Monsanto; you’ll follow the life of 
a Romani family for twenty years… from the local 
to the global, this 48th issue will take you to the 
heart of colombia, immerse you in a new spanish 
generation, introduce you to the sideways glance 
in iranian photography—all in a sweeping journey 
to the heart of busy and complex geopolitics.

sEE thE woRld
as a matter of fact, the world is moving. nothing 
new in this, but it’s moving ever faster. nowadays 
images circulate at the speed of light. technological 
liberation, once lauded as the acquisition of 
direct expression, the spearhead of an ever more 
participative democracy, reveals another face, 
another use. it puts itself at the service of populist 
conquests. have we entered into the age of the 
war of images, in which each person chooses 
to make themselves, alternately, the one who 
disseminates or the one who collects truth or fallacy?
More than ever, we need artists and their ability 
to capture the apt time. artists participate 
in decrypting, in contextualizing, in making 
new forms of writing emerge; and the festival 
amplifies their voices, transcribes their simple, 
efficient, and ambitious program: to see the 
world as it is, as it could be, as it ought to be.

thanKs to you!
Patrons of the Rencontres have made no mistake. 
in 2016, you were more numerous than ever before. 
in fifteen years, attendance at the Rencontres 
d’arles increased dramatically, testifying to the 
growing public interest in photography. the event 
now occurs as an annual fixture, a freeze frame, 
an x-ray of artistic creation, as the Rencontres is 

on the scene for every development in the field 
of photography, and sometimes at its initiative. 
thus, the 48th issue holds a few surprises. the 
artist Jean dubuffet appropriates and diverts 
photographic convention, using its reproducibility 
to replicate painting and drawing. Roger ballen 
works on site for the exhibition itself, offering the 
visitor an immersive, ballenesque experience.
Virtual reality (VR) promises to be the next revolution 
in technology. it is a new model for creation, 
one which is challenging representation and 
rewriting established codes. it is inspiring artists 
and producing new forms. the festival supports 
these major developments related to the image, 
setting up a new stage for them with the VR arles 
festival, accessible all summer at the couvent 
saint-césaire. here, visitors can experience the two 
dozen films selected for the official competition.

all of PhotoGRaPhy
ultimately, we are a photography festival at the 
service of photographers. yet, art is an ecosystem 
with a large number of actors involved, from 
creation to production to distribution. we support 
this ecosystem, issue after issue, as a place of 
welcome, of expression and promotion. because of 
its visibility, the festival is a unique platform for the 
photography community, a common good at the 
service of all its players: photographers, of course, 
but also curators, researchers, publishers, collectors, 
and this year, gallery owners. at arles, curators 
find a ground for experimentation that matches 
their ambitions. in 2017, more than 30 curators 
are offering their interpretation of photography. 
Publishers are now supported largely by the 
dummy book award and the book 
award, while cosmos-arles books brings 
together around 80 specialized publishers 
during the festival’s opening week. 
the 48th issue continues its interest in art collectors. 
from the excellent latin-american collection of 
letitia and stanislas Poniatowski, to the strange 
vernacular collection of claude Ribouillault, 
devoted to dwarfs, giants and strongmen, collectors 
are celebrated for the free spirit by which they 
bring to light neglected areas in the history of 
photography. and finally, we officially welcome the 
key players on the art scene with the presentation 
of the new discovery award. Gallery owners, in 
their pioneering role, are often the first to spot, 
support, and encourage future talent. they are 
here invited to nominate an artist of less than 
45 years old, whose work they esteem to merit 
promotion with an international audience. thus, ten 
photographers have been selected from among 
200 candidates; their work will be presented this 
summer. it is then up to the professionals to decide, 
from among these candidates, the winner of the 
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new discovery award during the opening week.
clearly, all the players in photography enrich 
our program, and increase, by a little each year, 
the significance of the Rencontres d’arles.

a sPiRit, not a PlacE
this year, we are opening up new spaces, literally 
as well as figuratively. in 2017, the spirit of the 
Rencontres will breathe on two new sites. both 
are found at the border of the historical center on 
boulevard émile combes. the sites were built from 
derelict houses, old shops, warehouses, and urban 
land. open to the public for the first time, they’ve 
been reconfigured as exhibition sites and walkways 
for the occasion. they add to the Rencontres 
d’arles’ reputation as innovator of the city.
but one space can hide another! More than 
square meters, these are new spaces of 
photography which, above all, tirelessly mobilize 
our energy: creative spaces, political spaces, 
spaces of protest and rebellion, spaces for 
reflection, and most of all, spaces consecrated 
to the critical eye and free thinking.
let’s make it clear—before it is a place, the 
Rencontres d’arles is a space of liberty! 
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ProGram
with approximately 40 exhibitions, the Rencontres d’arles 
offer a general survey of contemporary photographic 
creation and practices. the relationships suggested within 
the program are at the core of the different sequences. 
they allow categories to be identified and, year after year, 
encourage a thorough exploration of developments in 
photography.

P. 11 

latina!
urban imPulses
latin aMERican PhotoGRaPhy, 1960-2016

la vuelta
28 coloMbian PhotoGRaPhERs and aRtists

tHe Cow and tHe orCHid
GEnERic coloMbian PhotoGRaPhy

Paz errázuriz
a PoEtics of thE huMan

P. 16
tHe exPerienCe  
oF territory
joel meyerowitz 
EaRly woRKs

miCHael wolF 
lifE in citiEs

marie bovo
СтанСы/stancEs

studio oF datar's PHotoGraPHy mission
thE looK of 15 PhotoGRaPhERs 

levitt FranCe
a REsidEntial utoPia

CHristoPHe riHet
Road to dEath

kate barry

dune varela 
always thE sun

P. 22

world disorders
matHieu asselin 
Monsanto: a PhotoGRaPhic inVEstiGation

Gideon mendel
dRowninG woRld

niels aCkermann & sébastien Gobert
looKinG foR lEnin

P. 26

PlatForms oF  
tHe visible
new aPProaCHes to 
doCumentary PHotoGraPHy
matHieu Pernot
thE GoRGans

samuel GrataCaP
fifty-fifty

P. 29

i am writinG to 
you From a Far-oFF 
Country
iran, year 38 
64 iRanian PhotoGRaPhERs

blank PaPer
stoRiEs of thE iMMEdiatE PREsEnt, 
focus on thE MadRid scEnE

P. 32

mise en sCÈne
masaHisa Fukase
thE incuRablE EGoist

audrey tautou
suPERfacial 

roGer ballen 
thE housE of thE ballEnEsquE

karlHeinz weinberGer  
swiss REbEls

yves CHaudouËt 
tRansPoRts daViGnon
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P. 37

rereadinG
PHotoGraPHy in a diFFerent 
liGHt
tHe sPeCter oF surrealism
an EXhibition foR thE 40th anniVERsaRy 
of thE cEntRE PoMPidou

jean dubuFFet 
thE PhotoGRaPhic tool

P. 40

odd ColleCtors
ProPortion observed 
dwaRfs, stRonGMEn & Giants  
claudE Ribouillaut collEction

P. 43

emerGenCes
new disCovery award

silin liu
i'M EVERywhERE

david FatHi
thE last Road of thE iMMoRtal woMan

olymPus enGaGes in a PHotoGraPHiC  
Conversation 
a dialoGuE bEtwEEn  
GuillauME hERbaut & ElEonoRE lubna

vr arles Festival

P. 50

arles books
Cosmos-arles books
cuRREnt PublishinG PRacticEs

tHe 2017 book awards

luma renContres 
dummy book award 
arles 2017

P. 53

assoCiated 
ProGram
ziGonesCHi
a dialoGuE with thE KoGi PEoPlE 
(KaGaba) of coloMbia 

territor(ies)

nonante-neuF sPaCe

alex majoli 
olyMPus caRtE blanchE 

an unusual attention 
a sElEction of thREE EnsP studEnts 
fRoM thE class of 2017 

renContres À réattu

Flux FeelinGs

P. 57

Grand arles 
exPress
nÎmes, Carré d'art  
beatriz González  
& josé alejandro restrePo  
facinG uP

aviGnon, ColleCtion lambert
tHe aGnÈs b. ColleCtion.

marseille, FraC
marie bovo
thE MilKy way

toulon, HÔtel des arts
matHieu Pernot
suRViVal

P. 59

oPeninG week
tHe niGHts
day

juliette aGnel /  
fRanÇoisE PaViot GallERy

Carlos ayesta &  
Guillaume bression / lE 247

mari bastasHevski / lE blEu du ciEl

norman beHrendt / uno aRt sPacE

brodbeCk &  
de barbuat / tEzuKayaMa GallERy

PHiliPPe dudouit / East winG GallERy

Guy martin / ninEtEEnsiXtyEiGht

ConstanCe nouvel / in situ GallERy

alnis stakle / indE/Jacobs GallERy

ester vonPlon / stEPhan witschi GallERy
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P. 64

eduCation & 
traininG
PHotoGraPHy worksHoPs 
CliCks and Classes 
eduCational domain
P. 71 
PraCtiCal inFormation

P. 78 
Partners

P.94 
Free oF riGHts PHotoGraPHs 

itinerant exHibitions oF 
 tHe renContres d’arles

SINCERELY QUEER.  
sÉbastien lifshitz collection
→ Photographers Gallery, london, uK, 
March-June 2018.

bernard plossu.  
WESTERN COLORS
→ Galerie du Jour agnès b., Paris, april 3-15th 2017

total records, the great adventure 
of albuM cover photography 
→ c/o berlin, Germany,  
december 10th 2016–april 23rd 2017.
→ foto colectania, barcelona, spain, 
november 2017.

paolo Woods & gabriele galiMberti, 
THE HEAVENS. ANNUAL REPORT
→ centre assas, Paris ii Panthéon-assas 
university, Paris, March 23-april 21 2017.

sarah WaisWa,  
STRANGER IN A FAMILIAR LAND
→ centre culturel Juliobona, lillebonne, 
february 27-May 24 2017.

fellini, 8 ½ color
→ lincoln center, new york, 
united states, until May 31, 2017.

tHe renContres d'arles 
at tHe Centre assas

Paris ii  Panthéon-assas university and the 
Rencontres d’arles have joined forces in an 
innovative approach to the major issues facing 
today’s society, bringing specialists from the 
university, business and media worlds into dialogue 
with the photography scene.

the partnership got underway with a first 
exhibition entitled The Heavens, Annual Report, 
produced for arles in 2015, by Paolo woods and  
Gabriele Galimberti, along with a series of round 
tables around esthetic and legal questions, 
addressing a range of social, cultural and historical 
issues. 

this collaboration continues with the co-production 
of the exhibition La Vuelta. 28 colombian 
photographers and artists, presented in arles in 
2017, then in the centre assas in the fall.

The Heavens, Annual Report, by paolo Woods & gabriele galimberti
exhibition presented as part of the grand paris photography Month 2017.
centre assas, paris ii panthéon-assas university, paris 6e. 
23 March – 21 april 2017.
publication: The Heavens, dewi levis, 2015.

u-paris2.fr
moisdelaphotodugrandparis.com

jimei x arles international 
PHoto Festival
 
the rencontres d’arles in china  
(noveMber 2017)

the Rencontres d’arles will participate in the  
Jimei x arles international Photo festival in Xiamen, 
southern china, for the third consecutive year. 
Rencontres d’arles director sam stourdzé and 
chinese photographer RongRong, who founded the 
three shadows Photography art center in beijing 
and Xiamen, created the festival, which in 2016 
drew over 30,000 visitors to 30 exhibitions, including 
eight from arles. in 2017, bérénice angremy, who 
co-founded the diaf and caochangdi Photospring 
art festivals, was appointed head of the Jimei x arles 
international Photo festival, which aims to become 
a photography platform in asia.
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Arles
2017Arles
2017

latina!
Latin America as a land of photography,  
with Colombia as its focus. 
as part of the 2017 france-colombia year. with support from nespresso.



juan Pablo eCHeverrí (LA VUELTA exHibition)  
SUPERSONAS, 2011.  
courtesy of the artist.  
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urban imPulses
latin aMerican photography, 1960-2016
The project Urban Impulses: Latin-American photography is a visual essay about a city which finds sense in its own 
movement. the exhibition covers half a century of latin american photography, and several hundred images chosen 
from the leticia and stanislas Poniatowski collection. the perspective here looks to reconstruct the imaginaries of 
the cities on this continent in works carried out by the very photographers involved in the creation of the conflicted 
latin american identity. the present exhibition displays the contradictions of a hybrid continent, between the 
pre-hispanic and post-colonial world, and the market society which inevitably takes hold of the processes which 
consolidate cities. we see here the transition from rural to urban, or better still, that way in which the rural and the 
popular coexist in the dreamed metropolis. these urban impulses project into the future. chaos is at work in them 
as an emancipatory force, and on this path, nothing can wall it in, latin america cannot be made a minority.
Alexis Fabry and María Wills 

exhibition curators: alexis fabry and María Wills.
exhibition organized as part of the 2017 france-colombia year. 
With support from nespresso, 
publication: Pulsions urbaines: photographie latino-américaine 1960-2016, toluca éditions, 2017.

la vuelta
andrea acosta (1981), liliana angulo (1974), Jaime Ávila (1968), alberto baraya (1968), Karen 
Paulina biswell (1983), Johanna calle (1965), María fernanda cardoso (1963), carolina 
caycedo (1978), nicolás consuegra  (1976), wilson díaz (1963), Juan Manuel Echavarría 
(1974), clemencia Echeverri (1950), Juan Pablo Echeverri (1978), Maria Elvira Escallón (1954), 
santiago forero (1979), beatriz González (1938), Juan fernando herrán (1963), Paulo licona 
(1977), Rosario lópez (1977), oscar Muñoz (1951), diego Muñoz (1981) & Mauricio hurtado 
(1971), Juan obando (1980), andres felipe orjuela (1985), Juan Peláez (1982), Juan alexandro 
Restrepo (1959), Miguel Ángel Rojas  (1969), anna Maria Rueda (1954), Edwin sánchez (1976)
28 coloMbian photographers and artists
La Vuelta features the work of 28 artists, spanning several generations. from traditional genres of photography 
to experimental and research-based practices, the selected projects explore the changing cultural, social and 
political landscape of values and beliefs from perspectives in which a sixty-year armed conflict merged with 
illegal drug trafficking is very much at the surface. the exhibition title, La Vuelta, is borrowed from an artwork by  
Juan fernando herrán. in the context of this work, vuelta (colombian slang) refers to an illegal mission: to steal, 
kill, deliver drugs or weapons. in cycling and other sports, vuelta is a race in stages around a country. finally, vuelta 
suggests a come-back, as in this moment when colombia enters a new era after ending a strenuous peace process. 
thus, vuelta conjures tension and expectation as well as possibility —a word rich with meaning and relevant for all 
that is at stake.
Carolina Ponce de León

exhibition curators: carolina ponce de león and sam stourdzé.  
exhibition organized as part of the 2017 france-colombia year. 
With support from nespresso. 
and with support from paris ii panthéon-assas university. 

tHe Cow and tHe orCHid 
generic coloMbian photography
More than a decade has passed since i started to collect photos from colombia. sometimes they have come in ones 
or twos at other moments as veritable waterfalls. their diversity in subject, region and date has been a revelation. 
they have helped me understand a little of this incredible country although in reality my comprehension is still 
minimal. colombia like photography is never quite what it seems. there is always comedy which is sometimes also 
tragedy. la Vaca y la orquídea weaves together different strands of vernacular vision to create a layered collage 
that draws on the diversity of the environment. from the caribbean and Pacific coasts through the andes to the 
fertile plains, from the amazon Jungle to the heaving cities unknown, images have been sourced and can now be 
seen here. i have used two national icons to articulate the vision for the exhibition, the cow and the orchid.
Timothy Prus

exhibition curator: timothy prus, with the archives of Modern conflict collection. 
exhibition organized as part of the 2017 france-colombia year.
With support from nespresso.

esPaCe van GoGH

CHaPelle saint-martin du mejan

CroisiÈre

new sPaCe 
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atelier de la méCaniQuePaz errázuriz  
born in 1944, in santiago, chile.lives and works in santiago, chile.

a poetics of the huMan
Paz Errázuriz began her career as an autodidact under Pinochet’s dictatorship in the 1970s. co-founder of the 
independent Photographer’s association (afi), she used black and white portraits to denounce the dictator, 
as well as the social dictates which condemned individuals and groups to a marginalisation that rendered them 
invisible. from the beginning, her work, which is in the social documentary genre, expressed a creative energy, 
and an insatiable curiosity for the human race. her works broke many of the taboos of the society deprived of 
liberty that chili was before the restoration of democracy. in her militant photography, Paz Errázuriz shows chili’s 
troubled past, and exhaustively explores her country, making visible what society failed to see. both chronological 
and thematic, the exhibition brings together around 150 prints from the 1970s to today.

exhibition curator: juan vicente aliaga.
exhibition organized by the fundación Mapfre, in collaboration with the jeu de paume and the rencontres d’arles.
With support from nespresso.
the rencontres d’arles and the jeu de paume join forces to present the exhibition paz errázuriz organised by the fundación Mapfre. initially planned for the 
château de tours – jeu de paume but now relocated following the installation in the château’s private collection of a donation by the state, the exhibition has 
found a natural home in this sequence dedicated to latin america. 
publication: Paz Errázuriz, aperture/ fundación Mapfre, 2016.

2017 FranCe-Colombia year in arles

the ‘latina!’ sequence is organised with the 
support of nespresso, as part of the 2017 france-
colombia year.  
the france-columbia year is organised with the 
support of a committee of sponsors including 
accor hotels, airbus, axa colpatria, oberthur, 
l’oréal, Groupe Renault, sanofi, Veolia, bnP 
Paribas, Grupo éxito, schneider Electric, Vinci et 
Poma.

latin seCtion!

is also: 
- a colombian night;
- the chiringuito, the new laid back and festive 
colombian restaurant of the Paris Popup, open 
during the whole summer in croisière; 
-  and three exhibit ions in the associated 
programme: Zigoneschi  at  the actes sud 
bookshop, Territor(ies) at the Galerie aréna, and 
beatriz Gonzalez and alejandro Restrepo, Facing 
Up, at the carré d’art in nîmes. 
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TWO WRESTLERS, Bogota, 1956. silver prin (THE COW AND THE ORCHID eXhibition).
courtesy of Manuel h. 
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tHe 
exPerienCe 
oF  
territory
When new towns, urban renewal and even 
accidents nurture a poetry of territory  
and the culture of landscape.



joel meyerowitz 
BROADWAY AND 46TH STREET, NEW YORk CITY, 1976. 
courtesy of the artist and hoWard greenberg gallery.
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joel meyerowitz
born 1938, new york, united states. lives and works in new york, united states. 
early WorKs
the american colour photography master Joel Meyerowitz began his career in new york in the 60s. as a street 
photographer, always out and about in the heart of his city, Meyerowitz slips and dodges through the urban fray, 
his eyes ever on the alert. his complex compositions toy with the notions of imbalance and deframing, and seem 
suspended as if by a thread. for the first time in france, the Rencontres d’arles will exhibit forty original prints by 
Joel Meyerowitz, with a selection of his first photographs in black and white and in colour.

With support from the louis roederer foundation, the howard greenberg gallery, new york, and the polka gallery, paris. 
joelmeyerowitz.com

miCHael wolF 
born 1954, Munich, Germany. lives and works in hong Kong. 
life in cities
for the first t ime ever, working in close collaboration with the hague Museum of Photography,  
the Rencontres d’arles is presenting a selective overview of the autonomous works created by wolf. wolf’s key 
21st-century theme is “life in cities”, as he observes it in vast metropolises like tokyo, hong Kong and chicago. 
the striking feature of these impressive series is the changing points of view adopted by the artist in order to show 
the complexity of modern city life. the magnum opus of the exhibition is The Real Toy Story installation (2004), 
featuring over 20,000 plastic “Made in china” toys found by him in junk markets and second-hand shops in the 
united states. amid this overwhelming array of mass-produced stuff for kids, Michael wolf shows sympathetic 
portraits of individual chinese assembly-belt workers producing toys to satisfy the manic worldwide demand for 
cheap consumer goods.
Wim Van Sinderen

exhibition curator: Wim van sinderen.
exhibition coproduced by the fotomuseum den haag  and the rencontres d’arles.
publication: Michael Wolf | Works, peperoni books, 2017.

marie bovo
born 1967, alicante, spain. lives and works in Marseille, france.
СтанСы/stances
for the photo series Cтансы (Stances) begun in 2016, i work in different trains traveling long distances across 
Eastern Europe and Russia, with journeys sometimes lasting several days. at each stop, before seeing the 
landscape, the architecture, or the light that the doors will open upon, i set up the camera in the narrow entryway 
of the car. before the doors can close again like a camera shutter, the silver film has made an imprint of the place. 
the image is the junction between the train and what’s beyond its doors in a stationary cut of several seconds that 
sketches another Europe. it is a Europe marked by the communist and post communist era, neither taking part in 
the same history nor the same reality as the rest of the western world.
Marie Bovo

exhibition realized with support from the kamel mennour gallery, paris, and the osl gallery, oslo.
as part of the grand arles express, discover Marie bovo’s other exhibition, The Milky Way at frac paca in Marseille.

éGlise des FrÈres PrêCHeurs

éGlise des trinitaires

salle Henri- Comte
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in tHe studio oF datar's  
PHotoGraPHy mission
dominique auerbacher (1955), Gabriele basilico (1944-2013), alain ceccaroli (1945), despatin 
(1949) & Gobeli (1949), Robert doisneau (1912-1994), tom drahos (1947), Pierre de fenoyl 
(1945-1987), Jean-louis Garnell (1954), albert Giordan (1943), françois hers (1943), Josef 
Koudelka (1938), christian Milovanoff (1948), sophie Ristelhueber (1949), holger trülzsch 
(1939)
the looKs of 15 photographers
In the Studio of DATAR’S Photography Mission looks back at how important the Mission was in the careers of some 
of today’s leading contemporary photographers. to mark its 20th anniversary, in spring 1983 the land development 
and Regional action delegation, better known by its french acronym, dataR, commissioned photographers to 
participate in a huge project to “record france’s 1980s landscape”. originally planned to last just a year, the project 
eventually ended in 1989. twenty-nine photographers—young or established, french or foreign—worked on the 
project. the exhibition gives visitors some insight into the intricacies of the creative process during a project that 
has become legendary in the history of photography. it will also be an opportunity to have some of the project’s 
little-known images dialogue with private archives. 
Raphaële Bertho et Héloïse Conésa

exhibition curators: raphaële bertho and héloïse conésa. 
exhibition coproduced by the bibliothèque nationale de france and the rencontres d’arles. 
the bnf will host an extension of the exhibition, French Landscapes, a Photographic Adventure, from october 24, 2017 to february 4, 2018.

levitt FranCe
Julie balagué (1986), Vincent fillon (1977), bruno fontana (1977), Jean noviel (1973),  
camille Richer (1993)
a residential utopia
the project Levitt France: a residential utopia looks back at an ambitious project conducted in the early 1970s, 
which sought to build american-style towns in Île-de-france. this little-known project, which influenced the 
design of suburban Île-de-france (under the auspices of the company levitt france, named after the father of 
the american suburb, william levitt) bore an idea that was to revolutionize construction: the serial building of 
standardized houses in a very short time period on a few hectares, with as many as 1,700 houses among four towns. 
with the architectural research that this new construction technique implied, levitt’s town is a model of utopia. 
five photographers take up this utopia, each from a different angle. does the levitt venture depict the essence of 
self-segregation, or its anxieties? does it depict the americanism found most notably in video clips and movies?  
is it stuck in the past as a time bubble? is it the outcome of a modernity inconsistent with the french spirit?
Béatrice Andrieux

exhibition curator: béatrice andrieux.
associated authors: isabelle gournay and fanny taillandier. 

maGasin éleCtriQue

atelier de la méCaniQue
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CHristoPHe riHet
born 1968, Enghien-les-bains, france.  
lives and works between new york, united states, and Paris, france.
road to death 
speed and acceleration are at the heart of the modernization process sweeping us up in a race involving every 
facet of daily life. Modern life is based on constant risk. accidents are its essence. crashes bring grief and misery, 
but can no longer be interpreted only as brutally tearing the victims from life, like ancient natural cataclysms that 
arbitrarily struck and devastated populations. it is a part of existence from the moment life begins. sometimes 
accidental death seems like a natural culmination of modern life, making the celebrities in this album the tragic 
heroes of our times. their lives were the flower but their deaths may have been the fruit. christophe Rihet found the 
places where they died. he photographed their invisible graves, and by the frame offered to the revealed image, 
here he transforms their brief false move into a move into eternity. he shows us the road in a different guise, as an 
open-air mausoleum.
Camille Riquier

publication: Road to Death, éditions 213, 2017.

kate barry
born 1967, london, united Kingdom. died 2013, Paris, france. 
Kate barry, who died prematurely in december 2013 at the age of 46, left behind an outstanding yet little-known 
body of photographic work. Portraits of stars and fashion photographs were the core of her career and contributed to 
her recognition. she quietly went about her personal, delicate and fragile work, mainly landscapes, contemplating 
them in silence and solitude, far from the bustling crowd. Prints made under her supervision, cut-up contact sheets 
and minimalist colors have been saved. texts, words, letters and clips of films made on a 2007 journey to savannah 
with Jean Rolin in the footsteps of flannery o’connor, one of her favorite writers, trace the development of her 
career, which came to an end much too soon. 

exhibition curators: diane dufour and fannie escoulen.
exhibition produced by le bal, in partnership with the gallois Montbrun & fabiani agency, and the rencontres d’arles.
publication: kate Barry, Éditions Xavier barral, 2017.

bMW residency at the MusÉe nicÉphore niÉpce, 2016 Winner 

dune varela
born 1976, Paris, france. lives and works in Montreuil, france. 
alWays the sun
dune Varela, winner of the 2016 bMw Residency at the Musée nicéphore niépce, works on landscapes and their 
representation. spanning various timeframes, she ponders the fragility of the photographic support with pictures 
culled from museum collections and the internet or her own photographs. Printed on plaster, glass or ceramic, her 
images beckon us to places steeped in mythological or mystical meanings that have become part of our collective 
consciousness. traces of time and history at these endlessly photographed tourist sites are eroded until the artist’s 
interventions finally finish them off. Photography, which fulfills the need to remember but is also a metaphor for that 
which is no longer there, invents new temples as vulnerable as she is.

exhibition curator: françois cheval.
exhibition produced by bMW art & culture with support from the Musée nicéphore niépce.
publication: toujours le soleil, copublishing bMW art & culture/Éditions trocadéro, 2017.

find also the “territoire(s)” symposium, organized by nathalie lacroix and bernard comment at the théâtre 
d’arles on July 5 and 6. 

CloÎtre saint-troPHime

abbaye de montmajour

CroisiÈre

new sPaCe 
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marie bovo 
СтанСы - Петяярв  (Stance - Petiajarvi), 2017.  
courtesy of osl conteMporary, oslo, and KaMel Mennour, paris/london 
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world 
disorders 
Political upheavals, climate chaos, 
environmental and social struggles, etc.  
What kind of future are we dreaming of?



niels aCkermann & sebastien Gobert 
chernobyl, Ukraine, 6 october 2016. thiS more than 2m tall head of lenin USed to Stand on the Site of the lenin nUclear Power Plant. the 
monUment waS Stored in a cloSed room for the cleaning Staff and the aUthoritieS loSt itS trace Until we aSked them the aUtoriSation to 
PhotograPh it after Seeing an inStagram image Sent by an emPloyee.  
courtesy of niels acKerMann/lundi13. 
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maGasin éleCtriQue

Ground Control

matHieu asselin
born 1973, aix-en-Provence, france. lives and works in arles, france.
Monsanto: a photographic investigation
Monsanto's dozens of superfund sites (large contaminated sites of high priority for the us Environmental 
Protection agency) across the united states alone are affecting hundreds of communities and their environment 
with terrifying health and ecological consequences. Monsanto maintains strong ties with the us-government, and 
is a bedfellow with many other economical and political power houses around the world. the company has been 
accused of misinformation campaigns and the persecution of institutions and individuals that dare to disclose their 
actions. Monsanto is spreading new technologies and products, while scientists, ecological institutions and human 
rights organizations are putting out alerts for issues like public health, food safety and ecological sustainability 
issues. Visiting its past and presents, this project aims to picture what Monsanto’s near future could look like.

publications: Monsanto, une enquête photographique, actes sud, 2017 (french edition) ; 
Monsanto, A Photographic Investigation, verlag Kettler, 2017 (english edition).
mathieuasselin.com

Gideon mendel
born 1959, Johannesburg, south africa. lives and works in london, united Kingdom. 
droWning World
drowning world explores the human dimension of climate change by focusing on floods across geographical and 
cultural boundaries. Rather than the literal depiction of disaster zones, Gideon Mendel focuses on the personal 
impact of flooding to evoke our shared vulnerability to global warming. since 2007, Mendel has documented 
floods in 13 countries. the Submerged Portraits series are intimate portraits of flood victims. their poses may 
seem conventional but their context is catastrophe, and their unsettling gazes challenge us deeply. the marks left 
by floodwater, especially in domestic spaces, are the focus of the Floodlines series, which presents the paradox 
of order and calm within chaos. The Watermarks series consists of enlargements of flood-damaged personal 
snapshots, sometimes anonymous flotsam fished from the water or mud, sometimes given by homeowners.

exhibition curator: Mark sealy.

niels aCkermann  
& sébastien Gobert
born, 1987 à Geneva, switzerland. lives and works between Geneva, switzerland, and Kiev, 
ukraine.
born 1985, lagny-sur-Marne, france. lives and works in ukraine.
looKing for lenin
“lenin lives! lenin is with you!” since the bolshevik Revolution of 1917, this hymn has been more than an  
ever-present slogan. but as Russia prepares to celebrate the centennial of the october Revolution, ukraine, the 
other pillar of the soviet Empire, will have none of him. summum of decommunization: as of late 2016, none of the 
5,500 statues that formerly dotted the territory is still standing. lenin has left the square. his face no longer overlooks 
the metro station. since the summer of 2015, niels ackermann and sébastien Gobert left to travel through ukraine 
in search of crumbled stone and fragments of metal. by means of a collection of photographs, halfway between 
documentary and symbolism, the authors create a catalogue and typology of this decommunization, capturing the 
issues of memory for this country that is seeking itself. 

exhibition curator: peter pfrunder.
exhibition realized in collaboration with the fotostiftung schweiz, Winterthur (switzerland).
With support from the swiss confederation.
publications: Looking for Lenin, Éditions noir sur blanc, 2017 (french edition); Fuel Publishing, 2017 (english edition).
see the extension of the Looking for Lenin exhibition at the avignon tgv station.
nack.ch

CloÎtre saint-troPHime
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Gideon mendel 
jEFF ET TRACEY WATERS, STAINES-UPON-THAMES, surrey, royauMe-uni, uK, february 2014, froM the SUBMERGED PORTRAITS series.  
courtesy of the artist. 
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PlatForms 
oF tHe 
visible
new aPProaCHes to 
doCumentary PHotoGraPHy
Observatory of documentary photography,  
a changing practice.



maison  des Peintres

new sPaCe 

Commanderie sainte luCe

matHieu Pernot 
born 1970, fréjus, france. lives and works in Paris, france. 
the gorgans
i met the Gorgan family in 1995, while studying at the école nationale supérieure de la Photographie in arles. 
i knew nothing about these communities, and was unaware that this line of Roma had been in france for over a 
century. My first works were in black and white, placing me in a documentary tradition in the face of what i still 
found strange. the discovery of several archival documents that they possessed quickly taught me that a diversity 
of forms and points of view were necessary to take account of the density of life that came into my view. it was in 
2013, more than 10 years after those first photos, that we met again, as if it were yesterday. in their company, i lived 
an experience which surpasses the experience of photography. the exhibition recreates the circumstances of 
each member of the family, and recounts the story that we wrote together, face to face, then side by side.
Mathieu Pernot

exhibition coproduced by the Musée de l’immigration and the rencontres d’arles, in partnership with the frac paca.
With support from olympus. 
publication: Les Gorgan, Éditions Xavier barral, 2017.
as part of the grand arles express, discover Mathieu pernot’s other exhibition, Survival at the hôtel des arts in toulon.
mathieupernot.com

samuel GrataCaP
born 1982, Pessac, france.lives and works in Paris, france.
fifty-fifty
i arrive in libya for the first time in december of 2014. first at Ras-Jedir, on the border with tunisia, then to zuwara, 
a city known for transporting immigrants by boat to italy, known for shipwrecks. Known for those who live the  
fifty-fifty: life or death. i meet 26-year-old yunes in zuwara. he’s a telecommunications engineer who became a 
fixer for journalists. he also fought in the 2014 war. at our first meeting, younes asked me an upsetting but pertinent 
question: “are you here for the migrants or the war?” it is upsetting as it displays what motivates the media, and 
their interests in his country; it is pertinent, frank and direct, as it describes the political context: is it possible 
to dissociate the war and the plight of migrants? built as an installation, this exhibition brings its audience into a 
narrative where the relation between visibility and invisibility plays out among those that live here, and those that 
find themselves here, for better or for worse. 
Samuel Gratacap

exhibition curator: léa bismuth, with the collaboration of Marie sumalla and nicolas jimenez.
exhibition coproduced by the galerie les filles du calvaire and the rencontres d’arles. 
samuel gratacap’s project has been supported  by the  fnagp, the cnap, the agnès b. endowment found, and olympus.
fillesducalvaire.com
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matHieu Pernot 
GIOVANNI, ARLES, 2015.   
courtesy of the Éric dupont gallery.
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i am writinG 
to you From 
a Far-oFF 
Country 
Spotlight on a part of the world,  
like a photographic correspondence



éGlise sainte-anne

Ground Control

iran: year 38
Meead akhi, azadeh akhlaghi, ali & Ramyar, saba alizadeh, hoda amin, hawar amini, abbas 
attar, fateme baigmoradi, dadbeh basir, Erfan dadkhah, solmaz daryani, Gohar dashti, alireza 
fani, hamed farhangi, arash fayez, shadi Ghadirian, Jassem Ghazbanpour, azin haghighi, 
Ghazaleh hedayat, bahman Jalali, Rana Javadi, Poolad Javaher haghighi, alborz Kazemi, 
babak Kazemi, Kaveh Kazemi, Mehregan Kazemi, arash Khamooshi, danial Khodaei, abbas 
Kiarostami, Gelareh Kia zand, abbas Kowsari, yalda Moaiery, sasan Moayyedi, Mehran Mohajer, 
Mehdi Monem, amir Mousavi, sahar Mokhtari, tahmineh Monzavi, Mehran naghshbandi, azin 
nafarhaghighi, Mehrdad naraghi, Morteza niknahad & behnam zakeri, Ebrahim noroozi, 
Mohsen Rastani, Ghazaleh Rezaei, behnam sadighi, Majid saeedi, omid salehi, hassan 
sarbakhshian, Jalal sepehr, bahram shabani, noushin shafiei, hashem shakeri, Jalal shams 
azaran, sina shiri, arya tabandehpoor, nazanin tabatabaee yazdi, Maryam takhtkeshian, 
newsha tavakolian, sadegh tirafkan, Mehdi Vosoughnia, Mohsen yazdipour, hasti zahiri, 
Maryam zandi
64 iranian photographers
it is not a coincidence that iran has so many photographers. when today’s iranians want to express themselves, 
they use the tools given to them by history. the modern version of poetry is photography, of course. images, 
photojournalism, documentary or art are visual poetry, if you will. with this exhibition, we want to introduce those 
who are shaping the image of iran today. a very diverse mix of photographers, artists and filmmakers portraying a 
country still caught up in revolution and war, but also fast-changing beyond recognition. iran is both a young and an 
old country at the same time. thousands of years of history have come before the 1979 islamic revolution. we start 
counting again from that year. Iran: year 38, is to be an exhibition celebrating the culture of visual poetry embraced 
by iranians.
Anahita Ghabaian and Newsha Tavakolian 

exhibition curators: anahita ghabaian and newsha tavakolian.
alongside the exhibition, a documentary and web series on the iranian photography scene, directed by nathalie Masduraud and valérie urréa and produced by 
terra luna films, harbor films and darjeeling for arte, will be presented during the opening week. 
With support from the french embassy in iran and from arte. 
publication: Iran, année 38, éditions textuel, 2017.

blank PaPer
Julián barón (1978), Ricardo cases (1971), federico clavarino (1984), david hornillos (1974), 
alejandro Marote (1978), Óscar Monzón (1981), bernardita Morello (1984), Miren Pastor (1985), 
Michele tagliaferri(1980), fosi Vegue (1976), antonio M. Xoubanova (1977)
stories of the iMMediate present
at the beginning of the 2000s, a group of photographers established a collective in Madrid in order to develop their 
work and create a common intellectual space. this was blank Paper. Ever since, their photography has continued to 
develop following a practice that includes collaboration and exchange among its principal characteristics. far from 
official institutions and circles, these photographers succeeded in building an independent network of production, 
exposition, and distribution based on solidarity. this was a risky but necessary venture, as the times brought not 
only great social change, but also a profound economic crisis. this exhibition gathers together the most recent 
works of the blank Paper collective, along with works of other photographers in their orbit. the mutual confidence 
and complicity created over years of learning together.
Sonia Berger

exhibition curator: sonia berger, with the collaboration of joan fontcuberta, anna planas, and pierre hourquet.
exhibition coproduced by la virreina centre de la imatge and the rencontres d’arles, with support from the spain’s Ministry of culture.

Ground Control 
two years ago, the Rencontres d’arles and the Ground control collective created a new space where enquiring 
minds meet to freely exchange ideas, with exhibitions all summer, bar, parties, deck chairs, concerts and a chic, 
unusual guinguette dedicated to naps, relaxation and before-dinner drinks.
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sHadi GHadirian (IrAn, yEAr 38 exHibition)
QAjAR, 1998.  
courtesy of the artist and silK road gallery
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sCÈne
From plunging into one’s own image to the exhibition 
venue itself, everything becomes a pretext for staging. 



masaHisa Fukase
PRIVATE SCENES, 1991. 
courtesy of Masahisa fuKase archives. 
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masaHisa Fukase
born 1934, hokkaido, Japan. died 2012, tokyo, Japan.
the incurable egoist
Fukase: The Incurable Egoist is the first retrospective of Masahisa fukase to take place in Europe, allowing much 
previously unseen material to leave Japan for the first time. fukase is widely regarded as one of the most radical 
and influential photographers of his generation. this presentation considers all aspects of fukase’s practice from 
the 1960s onwards, drawing on vintage prints, graphic work, as well as archival magazines and publications, to 
show the extent of the artist’s working life. dealing with issues of family, love, friendship, loneliness, mortality 
and death, activated photographically through performance, self-portraiture, play and comedy, the exhibition 
establishes fukase as one of the most innovative and original Japanese artists of the post-war period.

exhibition curators: simon baker and tomo Kosuga.
With support from the Michael hoppen gallery, london, and Masahisa fukase archives, tokyo.

audrey tautou
born 1976, beaumont, france. lives and works in Paris, france.
superfacial
in a series of self-portraits using film photography, and shown to the public for the first time, audrey tautou 
explores her image, playing with her celebrity status by turning herself into her own model. as creator of her own 
image, she imagines herself, not without humor, from head to toe, in dramatizations which openly bear the signs 
of their artificiality. these photographic fictions create the space for her long-distance look at herself, and invent 
another angle on the actress.

exhibition curator: sam stourdzé. 

roGer ballen 
born 1950, new york, united states.  
lives and works in Johannesburg, south africa. 
the house of the ballenesque
The House of the Ballenesque is a place where the different parts of my photography and installation art come 
together, a place where all things are possible. Each room in this house represents an important aspect of my 
aesthetic. My journey in photography has proved to me that the home is a place of deep discovery. where people 
seek refuge from the outside, they often make the most perilous journey inward. there is something suggestive 
of life lived in its fullness with all its complexity in the weighty presence of the unmade bed, the frayed couch, 
the broken window, the rickety chair, the skew picture, the wounded plastic doll. working from the metaphor of 
the mind as a house, the viewer is guided along a path of association based on analogies between images, from 
darkness to light, from cellar to attic.
Roger Ballen

With support from the rubis Mécénat cultural fund and hamiltons gallery, london. 
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maGasin éleCtriQue

éGlise saint-blaise

karlHeinz weinberGer
born 1921, zurich, switzerland. died 2006, zurich, switzerland.
sWiss rebels
Swiss Rebels is a new retrospective covering the work of the politically engaged, self-taught, swiss photographer 
and a siemens warehouse clerk, Karlheinz weinberger. an amateur photographer at the head of the company’s 
photo-club, he began taking pictures for the gay journal Der Kreis under the pseudonym Jim. in 1958, he came 
into contact with a gang of halbstarke‚ those “delinquents“ from zurich. weinberger methodically photographed 
these swiss-German outcasts who were fascinated by Elvis Presley and James dean. he studied them like an 
ethnographer, with empathy, curiosity, and respect. they returned his affection. one by one, in couples or in 
groups, they camped before the camera, proud of the external signs of revolt. taking photographs of immigrant 
workers, not to mention outcasts and reprobates, pays endless tribute to all forms of liberty. well beyond ghetto 
photography, weinberger turned his images into zones of resistance and pleasure.  
François Cheval

exhibition curator: françois cheval.
exhibition produced by the esther Woerdehoff gallery and coproduced by the rencontres d’arles.
documents: patrik schedler. 
With support from the swiss confederation. 
publications: Swiss Rebels, steidl, 2017; Halbstarke, sturm&drang, 2017. 

yves CHaudouËt
born 1959, Paris, france. lives and works in bazas, france.
transports davignon
it was the château davignon, between arles and saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, that inspired yves chaudouët to write 
this fiction. louis, a young heir, has his attention caught by the sight of a young woman he believes to be lost 
in his park. in reality, she’s one of his servants out on a stroll. Transports Davignon is a film about the gaze. it is 
about gazing at the other, but also, reflexively, about cinema’s gaze, about the image, largely inspired here by the 
author’s experiences with painting. it’s also a political fabliau, and a critique of conventional tales. on the title card 
at the beginning of the film, a quotation from Michel foucault on Raymond Roussel announces one of the central 
references of the film: “the origin is finally restored to its unity only by the triumph of vision; that is what separates 
the truth from its mask, divides good from evil, separates being from appearance.”
Yves Chaudouët

Movie coproduced by the rencontres d’arles, with support from frac paca, Marseille. 
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audrey tautou 
UNTITLED. 
courtesy of the artist.  
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2017Arles
2017

rereadinGs 
Photography seen differently, from a re-reading 
of Surrealism to Jean Dubuffet’s uses of photography.



atelier des ForGes

atelier des ForGestHe sPeCtre oF surrealism
an eXhibition for the 40th anniversary of the centre poMpidou
in 2017, the centre Pompidou is celebrating its 40th anniversary all over france. to share this celebration with 
as many people as possible, it is presenting a completely new programme of exhibitions, exceptional loans, and 
events throughout the year. 
surrealism is still alive, even if it sometimes leads its life underground—this is a conclusion we can come to by looking 
at contemporary photography, or more broadly, photography after 1945. using the photographic collections at 
the centre Pompidou, this exhibition returns to a few of the themes born of the interaction between surrealism 
and photography. it shows the ways in which the artists of the postwar years drew on the surrealist sensibility, and 
illustrates how they adapted their relationship to reality to their ends, abolishing the rules of art, taking the absurd 
to extremes and addressing contemporary political issues. beyond chronological continuity, the exhibition places 
seemingly disparate artistic projects in dialogue with one another across their similar strategies.
Karolina Ziebinska-Lewandowska

exhibition curator: Karolina ziebinska-lewandowska.
With support from enedis, partner for the 40th anniversary of the centre pompidou.
publication: damarice amao and Karolina ziebinska-lewandowska, Le Spectre du surréalisme, Éditions textuel, 2017.

jean dubuFFet
born 1931, le havre, france.  died 1985, Paris, france.
the photographic tool
this exhibition is the first review of the dubuffet foundation’s photographic archive of the artist’s work (paintings, 
architectural models, or elements of the show Coucou Bazar). since he began his artistic practice in the 1940s,  
Jean dubuffet (1901-1985) created a reference system for his photography. starting in 1959, he organized a 
secretariat responsible for, among other things, documenting his works as they became scattered across the world. 
this set of several thousand images (negatives, prints, albums) is in keeping with dubuffet’s goal of creating an 
exhaustive documentary archive of his œuvre, both to serve his “work in progress,” and to control for the spread of 
his work. the archive displays dubuffet’s attention to the quality of the photographic reproductions, as well as the 
technical progress of the photographic medium itself. Photography counts among the numerous tools employed 
by the artist in realizing his works. a source of iconography for certain of his series, its many-faceted nature allows, 
among other things, for the reproduction of the same elements for use in different works. for his exhibition 
Édifices in 1968, he uses photomontages that integrate his architectural creations for public spaces. Photographic 
projection arrives in the 1970s as an enlargement procedure used to realize some elements, such as the platforms for  
Coucou Bazar. finally, a retrospective organised by fiat in turin in 1978 broke new ground with a striking mise en 
scène that associated original works with bright projections by other painters. the exhibition also included a multi-
projection devoted to his major work, La Closerie Falbala.
Anne Lacoste, Sam Stourdzé and Sophie Webel

exhibition curators: anne lacoste, sam stourdzé and sophie Webel.
exhibition coproduced by the dubuffet foundation, the Musée de l’Élysée, and the rencontres d’arles, with the participation of  
the collection de l’art brut, lausanne.
With support from the swiss confederation.
publication: L’Outil photographique, photosynthèses, 2017.
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rené maGritte (THE spEcTrE OF sUrrEALIsm exHibition) 
L’ÉMINENCE GRISE, 1938. 
courtesy of adagp, paris.
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odd 
ColleC-
tors
Free and passionate, some collectors set their sights on  
unusual items, raising the question of the vernacular.



maison des Peintres

new sPaCe ProPortion observed 
dWarfs, strongMen & giants. claude ribouillault collection
Gnome or ogre, lilliputian or strongman, true or false Pygmy, dwarf or colossus of the stage or the street… since 
differences in size are patent, inescapable, visible and loud in relation to the average, they’ve attracted, and they 
attract, the eye, sympathy, and empathy. they also attract judgment, conventional wisdom, and ostracism. of 
course, the image alone cannot determine our point of view towards each other.we discover some snapshots 
among this collection of images, which are, in a sense, stolen from private life, and a mere glance sorts and 
separates them out; we also find elements of investigations tracking the rare, the exceptional, the bizarre; and 
we find professional portraits, promotionals claiming the phenomenal, and laying claim to it, in near arrogance, 
in the name of the record. humanity is there, sized up, multiple, and rich in diversity. in fact, these images, in the 
contradictory and paradoxical variety that they project, have much to say about us, our injuries as well as our pride. 
Claude Ribouillault

publication: Nains, hercules & géants. Humanités prises par la taille, le rouergue, 2016.
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FErdInAnd cOnTAT, A.k.A. THE sAVOyArd (bOrn 1902), cIrcA 1930. pOsTcArd.  
courtesy of the claude ribouillault collection.
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emerGenCes
A trailblazing festival that seeks tomorrow’s talents.



atelier de la méCaniQuenew disCovery award
since its creation, the Rencontres d’arles has promoted photography and supported all its stakeholders, including 
photographers, exhibition curators and publishers.
that is why we are updating the discovery award by teaming up with galleries, often the first to spot tomorrow’s 
talents. they were asked to propose shows by artists they promote and whose work has been recently discovered 
by an international audience or deserves to be.
ten of the nearly 200 submissions were shortlisted and are shown this year. during opening week, professionals 
will bestow the new discovery award, which rewards the winning artist and gallery by purchasing works for the 
amount to €20,000. the acquired photographs will enter the Rencontres d’arles collection. 

the 10 selected projects: 

juliette aGnel / françoise paviot gallery, paris, france
born 1973, Paris, france. lives and works in Paris, france. 
nighttiMe
for a long time lived by the idea of starry sky, Juliette agnel finally found the images which she carried in her last 
summer in the spanish desert. the series of the nighttime appeared, after a slow maturation of manufacturing. 
this term, of musical origin, convenes straightaway the sensations. “i look at the very unlimitedness in its absolute 
destitution. almost irrational landscapes. Places becoming ‘non-lieux’, at the same time chaos and cosmos, 
transcending the reality, in charge of a cosmic and mystic symbolism”, explains the artist to characterize these 
apocalyptic territories, seesaw between reality and fiction. the ambiguity remains. in front of these lost territories, 
we are to wonder if the whole humanity would not already have disappeared.

exhibition curator: léa bismuth.
julietteagnel.com 
paviotfoto.com

Carlos ayesta & Guillaume bression / le 247, paris, france
born in 1985 in caracas, Venezuela. lives and works in Paris, france.
born in 1980 in Paris, france. lives and works in tokyo, Japan.
retracing our steps, fuKushiMa eXclusion zone – 2011-2016
carlos ayesta and Guillaume bression rushed to fukushima after the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami. to see 
for themselves. to bear witness. they photographed not to testify but by necessity, because they could not believe 
their eyes, and that—the unbelievable magnitude of the devastation—turned their amazement into a project. an 
atypical project deeply linked to the role of a certain kind of documentary photography expected not to tell the 
truth, but to offer a form of operational neutrality by which photographers situate and express themselves. the 
show can be split up into a series of repeated perspectives, ever-different angles of analysis and proposals that 
might seem contradictory, in order to probe a situation as thoroughly as possible, including what is non-visible 
and non-visual.
Christian Caujolle

exhibition curator: christian caujolle.
publication: Retracing Our Steps. Fukushima Exclusion Zone – 2011-2016, Kehrer verlag, 2016.
carlosayesta.fr 
le247.fr

mari bastasHevski / le bleu du ciel, lyon, france
born 1980, saint-Petersburg, Russia. lives and works in switzerland.
state business
stretching across 20 borders, State Business is a counter-forensic research and an attempt to see beyond the 
media framework explanation of ideological differences, and into the relationship between state officials and 
industry that fuels and sustains crisis in status quo and makes violence a norm. and so while photojournalism 
observes the volatile global events, state business locates the spaces of decision making where international 
conflict commerce is a daily routine and investigates the way the information vacuum preserved around these 
places by the privileged insider elites indefinitely sustains the industry. 
Mari Bastashevski

exhibition curator: gilles verneret. 
maribastashevski.com
lebleuduciel.net
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norman beHrendt / uno art space, stuttgart, germany
born in 1981, East berlin, Germany. lives and works in berlin, Germany. 
brave neW turKey
Brave New Turkey is a photographic research of new built mosques in a neo-ottoman-style in the urban landscape 
of turquey. since 2014, norman behrendt travels to turkey and visits the sprawling suburban districts of ankara 
and istanbul. these rapidly built endless suburban high-rise developments manifest the recent economical and 
demographical boom of turkey. along with the massive housing construction came a second massive construction 
project: the mosques. the pictures of norman behrendt are a strong documentary photography project, visualizing 
a phenomenon as a symbol of change and power that reaches beyond geographical borders. 

exhibition curator: Markus hartmann.
normanbehrendt.com 
on-photography.com

brodbeCk & de barbuat / tezukayama gallery, osaka, japan 
simon brodbeck, born 1986, Germany. lives and works in Paris, france.
lucie de barbuat, born 1981, france. lives and works in Paris, fance.
in search of eternity ii: Wall of Wind
the project In Search of Eternity II takes place in Japan, among the cities of osaka, Kyoto, and tokyo. it features 
a symbolic tale about the birth of life on earth, inspired by a saying from the north american sioux people, which 
invites us to imagine the spirits of the dead floating between the earth and the sky. this 12-minute video installation 
is in the form of a long travelling shot across the city, human beings, and the Japanese landscape. Everything seems 
frozen, despite the constant movement of the camera, leaving the impression that a spirit floats in the middle of the 
souls and the cities, in a space where time has stopped.

exhibition curator: emmanuelle de l’Écotais.
brodbeckdebarbuat.com
tezukayama-g.com

PHiliPPe dudouit / east Wing gallery, dubaï, united arab emirates
born 1977, switzerland. lives and works in lausanne, switzerland. 
the dynaMics of dust
Philippe dudouit’s work is founded on in depth historic, geopolitical and cartographic documentation, research 
and analysis, making the presented project a long term photographic study on the socio-political evolution of the 
sahelo-saharian zone since 2008. dudouit documents the new relationships that historically nomadic autochthonous 
saharan inhabitants of the sahelo–saharan band have forged with a territory they cannot pass through freely, or 
safely, anymore. 

exhibition curator: lars Willumeit. 
With support from the swiss confederation. 
phild.ch
east-wing.org

Guy martin / nineteensixtyeight, londres, united Kingdom
born 1983 in falmouth, England.
lives and works between istanbul, turkey, and london, uK.
the parallel state
the term “parallel state” originated in the 50s to denote nato-controlled cells in turkey, whose existence as a 
“useful enemy” was encouraged by successive political leaders. as Erdoğan rose to power, he was increasingly 
convinced that he was being undermined by the media, police, judiciary, army, foreign powers— all part of a 
traitorous parallel state that could be blamed for his mishaps and turkey’s ills. Martin’s series encompasses the 
halcyon days of Gezi Park through to 2016’s failed coup and subsequent purges. indistinguishably intermixed are 
images taken behind the scenes on turkish soap opera sets, which serve as a chillingly prescient black mirror to 
turkey’s recent history and his own documentation thereof.

guy-martin.co.uk 
nineteensixtyeight.com
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ConstanCe nouvel / in situ/fabienne leclerc gallery, paris, france
born 1985, courbevoie, france. lives and works in Paris, france.
plans-reliefs
Plans-reliefs (“relief maps”) is a sequence of five spaces of representation, five vedute, each offering a unique 
observation situation. constance nouvel’s photographs have a documentary nature. she sets them into a system 
where they interfere with the architecture of the place and can be extended by drawing. the spatialization of 
the image heightens the tension between plane and volume. in this project, photography and the installation 
multiply the viewpoints of a museum observation situation in the same way that an orientation table offers many 
perspectives of a landscape.

exhibition curator: audrey illouz.
constancenouvel.fr 
insituparis.fr

alnis stakle / inde/jacobs gallery, Marfa, united states
born 1975, latvia. lives and works in Riga, latvia.
shelter
since the end of world war ii and up to the 1990s, latvia has been a part of the soviet union. the political 
ideologies, propaganda in the media, collective traumas, day-to-day rituals and fear of a possible world war iii 
which permeated the public consciousness in those days are strangely resonant with the current geopolitical 
tendencies. these photos are rooted in the memories of the state of war between nato and the soviet union.

alnisstakle.com 
indejacobs.com

ester vonPlon / stephan Witschi gallery, zurich, switzerland
born in 1980, schlieren, switzerland. lives and works in chur and castrisch, switzerland. 
hoW Much tiMe reMains of finitude
Ester Vonplon traveled to spitsbergen in the arctic ocean in summer 2016 for the last part of a trilogy which is about 
the concept of white, snow and ice. she sailed the ice-clogged seas of the arctic ocean on a three-masted sailing 
vessel, to capture the impressions of the calving glaciers and melting ice. they remind of the symbol of Vanitas. 
the composition consists of Wie viel Zeit bleibt der Endlichkeit (how Much time Remains of finitude), Wohin geht 
all das Weiss, Wenn der Schnee schmilzt (where all the white Goes when the snow Melts) and the installation 
Gletscherfahrt (Glacial Movement), which developed out of her collaboration with the musician stephan Eicher, 
2013-2016. Ester Vonplon captures a vanishing world in her photographs.they reveal as a desperate attempt to 
counteract the effects of climate change. she considers her trilogy a requiem. 

exhibition curator: ute christiane hoefert. 
With support from the swiss confederation.  
estervonplon.com 
stephanwitschi.ch
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PHiliPPe dudouit
UBARI, SOUTHERN LIBYA, jUNE 2015. LIBYAN TUAREG TRIBAL MILITIA GROUP VÉHICLE.  
courtesy of philippe dudouit and east Wing gallery.
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Winner of the jiMei X arles discovery aWard 

silin liu 
born 1990, china. lives and works in beijing, china.
i’M everyWhere
the film Lucy conveys the following truth: once a person’s intelligence develops beyond 100%, the body, which 
serves as the intelligence-bearing vehicle, will turn to ashes. the descriptive capacity of “i am everywhere” 
surmounts temporal and geographic constraints, and at this point, a person transforms into a “god”. when material 
media can no longer bear the energy of information, the form of the medium will similarly dissipate. in this way, 
the image is chock full of “everywhere”—it has immense energy, but is also hugely false; it is the end but also 
the origin. Every time we take a photograph and share it, it is like a ritual ceremony. we are lost in this irrational 
worship, meanwhile emitting an entirely new version of ourselves, or, say we are releasing our pent-up selves; such 
a process expels the fear and helplessness of the environment, and the original but disordered environment maybe 
also gives us the freedom and opportunity to reselect our fate.
Silin Liu

Winner of the 2016 photo folio revieW 

david FatHi
born 1985, Paris, france. lives and works in Paris, france.
the last road of the iMMortal WoMan
on october 4th, 1951, henrietta lacks passes away from a very aggressive form of cancer. then starts her last 
journey, from the Johns hopkins hospital in baltimore to the family cemetery in Virginia. nobody knew at the time 
that another journey started for her, more precisely for her cells. a small sample of her tumor was taken without her 
knowledge by dr. George Gey. he was amazed to observe that these cells behaved in a way never seen before:  
they kept growing and multiplying, again and again, infinitely. henrietta could not know, but she had become 
immortal. this case is one of the most famous, and problematic, stories in modern medicine. the last road of 
the immortal woman is a liminal space. between mortality and immortality, scientific and emotional, political and 
personal, metaphysical and empirical, exploitation and recognition. it’s the space separating what a human life is, 
and can be.
David Fathi
 
With support from yellowKorner. 
davidfathi.com

olymPus enGaGes in 
a PHotoGraPHiC Conversation  
the photographic conversation continues… 
a dialogue betWeen guillauMe herbaut and elÉonore lubna (ensp- 2016

after four successful seasons, the olympus Photography conversation has undergone two key changes: from now 
on we will be working with just one pair instead of three, and a call for applications was issued to the last two batches 
of young graduates  from EnsP. the aim is to create the best possible showcase for a project which has proved 
so rich and exciting down the years. this year photographer Guillaume herbaut will talk with the young Eléonore 
lubna, who graduated from EnsP in 2016. Guillaume and Eléonore will discuss ukraine, where Guillaume has 
worked extensively. in response to his photographic work on the front line, Eléonore’s aim is to set up a photogra-
phy project to gather testimonials from local inhabitants who have fled.

exhibition curator: fannie escoulen.

vr arles Festival -

in partnership with bnP Paribas, the VR arles festival will take place for the second year at the couvent saint-
césaire throughout the Rencontres d’arles. Visitors can see 20 of the world’s best art, fiction and documentary 
virtual reality (VR) films. the selection of exclusive, interactive works explores new narrative forms inherent to 
360-degree immersion. a jury of cinema and art personalities will award a €10,000-prize to the selection’s best film. 
during opening week, a lecture program will feature international directors, image professionals and writers. the 
VR arles festival has become the art festival of virtual reality and new VR writing. 

the rencontres d’arles, fisheye Magazine and bnp paribas jointly created the vr arles festival. 
With support from arte and mk2.
vrarlesfestival.com

atelier de la méCaniQue

CroisiÈre

new sPaCe 

Palais de luPPé

Couvent saint- Césaire
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silin liu
MARILYN MONROE & CELINE LIU, froM the CELINE LIU series, 2014.  
courtesy of the artist. 
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arles books
The photography book in all its forms



mistral

atelier de la méCaniQue

atelier de la méCaniQue

Cosmos-arles books
cosmos-arles books, a Rencontres d’arles satellite event focusing on contemporary practices in photography 
publication. for nine years, the event headed up by olivier cablat and sebastian hau has been a laboratory for 
expressing contemporary practices in photography, publishing and the visual arts. dedicated to celebrating 
photography books and experimental practices around photography, every year the event attracts over  
80 international publishers offering a selection of new publications, rare books, and limited editions. a breeding 
ground for sharing and friendly interaction, cosmos-arles-books welcomes many french and international 
publishers again this year and offers experimental exhibition and publication projects, conferences, pop-ups, book 
signings, talks with artists and a host of events featuring photography books.

Main partners: swiss confederation, fondation jan Michalski pour l’Écriture et la littérature.
With support from the city of arles, le point and the swiss arts council pro helvetia.
cosmosarlesbooks.com

tHe 2017 book awards
the Rencontres d’arles book awards were created at the same time as the festival in order to support the swift 
growth in the publishing of photography books and to help them reach a broader public. there are now three cate-
gories of awards: authors’ books, historical books and, since 2016, photo-text books. the fondation Jan Michalski 
pour l’écriture et la littérature backs and encourages the Photo-text award, which celebrates the relationship 
between words and images. Each award comes with a €6,000 prize and singles out the best photography books 
published between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017. a jury of photography book experts announces the winners’ 
names during opening week. Each book is received in two copies: one is deposited at the library of the école 
supérieure de la Photographie d’arles, the other put on public display throughout the festival period. 

Main partner: fondation jan Michalski pour l’Écriture et la littérature.

luma renContres  
dummy book award  
arles 2017
for the third consecutive year, the Rencontres d’arles offers an award supporting the publication of a dummy 
book. this new prize, with a production budget of €25,000, is open to any new photographer or artist using 
photography, submitting a previously unpublished dummy book. special attention is paid to experimental and 
innovative publication forms. the recipients of the second edition of the award were Katja stuke and oliver sieber 
for their book Toi et moi, and a special mention was given to the dummy book by Mathieu asselin (Monsanto). in 
2015, the winner was yann Gross with his poject Jungle Book. in 2016, 300 publications from 37 countries were 
received. 

With support from the luMa foundation. 
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assoCiated 
ProGram
Places and institutions in Arles that promote photography  
and participate in the festival’s program.



librairie aCtes sudMÉjan association 

ziGonesCHi 
a dialogue With the Kogi people (Kagaba) of coloMbia
who are the Kogi people? where and how do they live? what type of dialogue can we have with them? to what 
end, regarding the pressing questions of our age? 40 photographic works by éric Julien show a profoundly human 
society in which everything is “sign”. a society whose last heirs, refugees in the upper valleys of the sierra nevada 
de santa Marta, look with sadness upon their little brothers, “the civilised, as they call themselves,” destroying the 
web of life. 

exhibition curator: françoise callier.
exhibition presented by the association du Méjan and the tchendukua association.

ensp 

territor(ies)
hilda caicedo (1988), andrès donadio (1986), leslie Moquin (1986),  
laura quiñones Paredes (1985), émilie saubestre (1986)
in 2016 and 2017, five école nationale supérieure de la Photographie graduates, some french, others colombian, 
were artists-in-residence at the alliance française in bogota as part of the joint france-colombia year. afro hairdos 
were photographed by laura quiñones Paredes; the baranquilla region’s reggaeton and champeta dancers by 
leslie Moquin; the gold museum’s reserves by émilie saubestre; the myth of tequendama falls, a sacred indian 
site that faded from the country’s collective consciousness, by andrès donadio; and cali residents’ stories by  
hilda caïcedo. Presented at the Museum of Modern art in bogota in May and in arles this summer, the show illus-
trates the complexity of colombia, between heritage and change.

exhibition produced by the ensp, with support from the french institute and the alliance française in bogota, as part of the 2017 france-colombia year. 

nonante-neuF sPaCe 
switzerland is a partner of the Rencontres de la photographie d’arles for the third time. this is a unique opportunity 
to exchange ideas, show what we are in images and project our country, which is as diverse as the cultures that make 
it up. switzerland will proudly participate in arles through its artists, institutions, schools, festivals, publishers—and 
nonante-neuf. this year, nonante-neuf hosts a unique installation, Better Worlds, proposed by the photographic 
department of the cEP, Vevey, and Musée de l’Elysée in an original wooden swiss building. another key partner, 
PlatEfoRME 10 —the future space bringing the Musée cantonal des beaux-arts, Musée de l’Elysée, Mudac and 
toms Pauli and félix Vallotton foundations together under one roof in lausanne—will present its project. last but 
not least, nonante-neuf ’s library will feature switzerland’s best photography books in a setting where visitors can 
take a relaxing break from the bustling city to enjoy some shade and refreshments.

The nonante-neuf  is produced by the swiss confederation, with support from the canton of vaud and the swiss arts council pro helvetia.

 le nonante-neuF

Galerie aréna
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Palais de luPPé

CHaPelle de la CHarité

olyMpus carte blanche 

alex majoli
like every year, we’re asking a photographer friend to do whatever he likes with our latest camera. last year, our 
choice fell on Michael ackerman. this year, we asked alex Majoli to express himself using olympus’s latest camera, 
the oMd EM-1 Mark ii. in addition to his usual work, alex is focusing on an important project with the theme 
“theater and Reality”, or the share of dramatization in reality. looking at the contradictions and tensions rocking 
Europe’s identity, he will explore three main themes: the rise of the far right; migrants and refugees; and how 
Europe welcomes them.

exhibition curator:  fannie escoulen.

École nationale supÉrieure de la photographie

an unusual attention 
a selection of three ensp students froM the class of 2017 
Each year, the Rencontres d’arles invites three EnsP graduates to present their work. selected in april by a jury, 
they are given the chance to show their pictures at an exhibition that highlights their commitment as promising 
young artists to the field of contemporary photography.

exhibition coproduced by the ensp and the rencontres d’arles. 

MusÉe rÉattu 

renContres À réattu
the third part of the series devoted to revisiting the museum’s photography branch, Rencontres à Réattu 
suggests the intimate connection between this institution and the Rencontres d'arles. a veritable repository of the 
Rencontres’ legacy, for over fifteen years the museum has received works from the festival, and thereby acquired 
a unique collection. this collection is the product of the choices of the festival directors and exhibition curators, 
and, of course, the artists, in offering their works to each issue of the festival. in direct contact with the most current 
works, the collection reflects all the territory explored by photography, from the documentary approach to more 
visual uses. 

exhibition curator: andy neyrotti.
exhibition produced by the city of arles. 

lët’z arles (luXeMbourg) 

Flux FeelinGs
the title Flux Feelings poetically captures the key concepts of light, movement and sensations that underpin the 
curatorial choice in the exhibition at the chapelle de la charité à arles. in an exhibition and a series of meetings 
to mark its first participation in the Rencontres, the association lët’z arles will present the photographic creativity 
of luxembourg – a country whose very name contains the most fundamental element of photography: lux  
or ’light’. transposed to the context of arles and the legendary Provençal light that has inspired so many artists, the 
exhibition will also focus on the notion of ‘territory’ – one of the themes of this year’s festival. inside the space, the 
luxembourg team will invite visitors to be caught up in a flow of images, conjuring up a landscape that’s both multi-
faceted and shattered in myriad fragments. these contemporary artistic positions, created within a structure set 
up in situ, enter into a dialogue with works and documents taken from important collections, revealing a dynamic 
photography scene and a constantly changing panorama in (f)luxembourg.

exhibition curators: paul di felice, anke reitz, Marita ruiter, Michèle Walerich, and anouk Wies.
exhibition produced by lët’z arles (luxembourg).
exhibition architecture by nico steinmetz.

atelier de la méCaniQue

musée réattu
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Grand arles 
exPress
The wind of photography blows through the Great South



nÎmes

beatriz González  
& josé alejandro restrePo
born 1938, bucaramanga, colombia. 
born 1959, Paris, france. 
facing up
the exhibition presents two colombian artists who use images collected from the press or television to create 
works that directly confront their political and social realities. beatriz González is among the artists who founded 
contemporary art in colombia. Early on, she began producing paintings which had their origin directly in the 
media, creating a dialogue between popular culture and formal research. José alejandro Restrepo began with 
screen printing, then video, which brought him to the association of the image and experimental sound art and 
music. his interests are in history, but also in the relationship between disciplines such as anthropology, economy 
and politics.

from july 4 to september 24
exhibition curator: carolina ponce de léon, as part of the 2017 france-colombia year. 
see the extension of the “latina!“ section’s exhibitions.
exhibition accessible on presentation of the rencontres d’arles 2017 pass. 

aviGnon

tHe aGnÈs b. ColleCtion
Exhibitions have already featured major works collected by agnès b. for over 30 years, but this is the first time a 
multi-faceted mirror portrait of her has ever been organized on such a large scale. a stylist, movie producer, friend 
of musicians and director of a film selected at the Venice Mostra, agnès b. has been discovering artists since the 
1980s. she opened her gallery in 1983 and collects photographs dating from the 1930s to the present. the show 
focuses on major artists, from Kenneth anger to Jonas Mekas, whose work she was often the first to collect, as well 
as on temporal or aesthetic themes. like so many cast-offs and folk tales, these photographs draw a portrait of a 
woman free of all conventions. with yvon lambert, agnès b. communicates her lust for life by collecting works in 
order to share them. 

july to october.
exhibition accessible on presentation of the rencontres d’arles 2017 pass. 

marseille

marie bovo 
born 1967, alicante, spain.
lives and works in Marseille, france.
the MilKy Way
the film begins once the sun has set. it’s Marseille, with milk on the stove. the milk boils, overflows, and takes 
its liquid liberty down the slopes of the city to the port. its movement is continuous. from a timid white trickle 
it becomes an impetuous stream, as if along its course it had gained faith in its powers to restore the city, to 
reawaken it with its vital qualities, fertile and primitive. in its symbolic power the nourishing liquid becomes a 
guide to reading the city, an agent of the environment’s revelation. “Milk is an uncontrollable element, making its 
way without predetermination, drawing a portrait in the negative of a city—even revealing it. almost a snake, it’s a 
liquid animality,” Marie bovo proclaims.
Annabelle Grugnon

july 1st- september 10
discover Marie bovo’s other exhibition, Stances at the Église des trinitaires.
exhibition accessible on presentation of the rencontres d’arles 2017 pass. 

Grand arles exPress

ColleCtion lambert

Carré d’art
Grand arles exPress

Grand arles exPress

la maison des 

new sPaCe 

FraC
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HÔtel des arts
toulon

matHieu Pernot
survival
Survival takes a unique direction within the work Mathieu Pernot carried out over a twenty-year period among 
communities of tsigane. a protean narrative of the history of this minority is put together in installations, 
photographs, sound recordings, and archival documents. the photographic works Pernot produced in Romania 
in 1998, on a grant from the Villa Médicis hors les Murs program, are shown here for the first time. this journey, a 
singular episode in the author’s career, displays with simplicity the power of place, and the strength of the faces that 
stood before the camera. these photographs offer a silent movement across the reality of tsigane communities in 
Eastern Europe.

july 4-october 1st.
discover Mathieu pernot’s other exhibition, The Gorgans at the Maison des peintres.
exhibition accessible on presentation of the rencontres d’arles 2017 pass. 

Grand arles exPress

new sPaCe 
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week



niGHt 
screenings, readings, Music, perforMances

the full program will come out in May. 

Monday july 3/croisiÈre
oPeninG niGHt
Colombian niGHt

tuesday july 4/thÉÂtre antique
niGHt at tHe tHéÂtre antiQue

Wednesday july 5/late opening hours of exhibitions in the town center
PHotoGraPHy & literature

thursday july 6/thÉÂtre antique
niGHt at tHe tHéÂtre antiQue 

friday july 7/papeteries Étienne, trinquetaille 
niGHt oF tHe year

saturday july 8/thÉÂtre antique 
niGHt at tHe tHéÂtre antiQue

Monday 3 july-saturday 8 july 
CroisiÈre eveninGs
Enjoy a drink and tuck into a taco at chiringuito, the new laid back and festive restaurant of the Paris Popup, and 
set sail on a cruise evening! 

saturday july 1-sunday july 16 
Ground Control niGHts
the Ground control collective’s chic, offbeat guinguette offers a bar, music and surprises every night (the full 
program will be released later).
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tHéÂtre d'arles

day  
Meetings, conferences, debates

Wednesday 5 and thursday 6 july 2017/thÉÂtre d’arles
Far From wHere ?
variations on the theMe of territory

conversations, performances, projections
4 half-day workshops organised and oordinated by nathalie lacroix (le bureau des activités littéraires) and bernard 
comment (writer and publisher). “territory” here refers to passages, itineraries, bridges, and all the possible 
pathways for moving from one point to another, and then yet another. it’s also a vehicle to convey the nuances and 
subtle shades that define each place: no two places are alike. to stride across a territory is to put down markers, 
make the land more legible, and set up signs or terminals. but it also, sooner or later, involves setting up borders, 
which can of course also be closed…

organiser and general coordinator: nathalie lacroix (le bureau des activités littéraires).
scientific advisor: bernard comment (writer and director of Éditions du seuil’s 'fiction & cie' imprint, founded by denis roche).
free admission subject to availability.

july 4-8 
les renContres olymPus
at morning and afternoon lectures and panel discussions in the cour fanton, photographers and professionals 
discuss their work or issues raised by the images exhibited. 

under the direction of art critic natacha Wolinski 
in collaboration with damien sausset, critic and director of the centre d’art contemporain le transpalette, bourges.
find the full program in the opening week pamphlet.
free admission.

july 3-8 
nonante-neuF talks
organized by the swiss arts council Pro helvetia, Nonante-neuf Talks, a friendly place for sharing and exchanging 
ideas in the heart of cosmos-arles books, hosts conferences, experiments, project presentations and pop-ups.
— Meetings and pop-ups with the publishers of cosmos-arles books;
— the nonante-neuf Talks lecture series; organized by the swiss arts council Pro helvetia;
— les rencontres/le point: round table discussions about photography and the news;
— the eyes talks: an interactive tribune focusing on photography, Europe and photo publishing.

the nonante-neuf Talks are produced by the swiss confederation, with support from the swiss arts council pro helvetia.

july 3-7
PHotoGraPHy worksHoPs
short training sessions of one or two days will take place at the Maison des stages. olivier Metzger, Jérôme bonnet, 
Vee speers, Grégoire alexandre, éric bouvet, sylvie hugues and Roger ballen will be present. the sessions are 
available with prior registration. full program of workshops p. 66.

PHotoGraPHy auCtion 
for the fifth consecutive year, the yann le Mouël auction house, in association with the Galerie lumière des Roses, 
invites photography lovers to an auction in the shade of the plane trees at hôtel fanton. in the selection, the world’s 
great photographers feature alongside anonymous artists.

Cour Fanton

mistral

maison des arÈnes

Cour Fanton
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salle des Fêtes 

exHibition tours
during the opening week, the exhibited photographers present their work to festivalgoers. from July 10 to 
september 24, a team of photographer-liaison staff offer daily guided tours through the festival’s various exhibition 
sites. a sensitive, technical and interactive approach to the festival.

book siGninGs
book signings by the photographers participating in the Rencontres d’arles are held at cour fanton and cosmos-
arles books throughout the opening week.

3 -7 july
PHoto Folio review 
the Photo folio Review, inaugurated in 2006, offers portfolio reviews during the opening week of the festival. the 
event, which is open with advance registration, is addressed to professional photographers, photography school 
students, and experienced amateur photographers. in 2016, we had the pleasure of welcoming 125 international 
experts and organising sessions for 275 photographers from 26 countries. 
the reviews are performed by international experts from the world of photography: publishers, exhibition cura-
tors, museum directors, agency heads, gallery owners, collectors, critics, print media art directors, etc. these 
one-on-one discussions with selected experts give participants the privilege of a constructive and well-adapted 
examination of their individual photographic achievements, as well as invaluable advice. some contacts involve 
the possibility of exhibition, acquisition, and/or publication. finally, each year the experts vote for their favourite 
portfolio and choose a winner whose work is exhibited the following year among the official selections of the 
Rencontres d’arles. the winner of Photo folio Review 2015 is david fathi. Portfolios by four other artists— Eric 
leleu, sonja hamad, Maija tammi & Karoliina Paatos —also received favourable remarks.

With support from yellowKorner.
registration mandatory. 
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MINISTÈRE DES AFFAIRES ÉTRANGÈRES 
ET DU DÉVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL
MINISTÈRE DE L’ÉDUCATION NATIONALE, 
DE L’ENSEIGNEMENT SUPÉRIEUR ET DE LA RECHERCHE
MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION
DIRECTION RÉGIONALE DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES PACA
GOBIERNO DE COLOMBIA, INSTITUT FRANÇAIS
RÉGION PROVENCE-ALPES- CÔTE D’AZUR
CONSEIL DÉPARTEMENTAL DES BOUCHES-DU-RHÔNE
VILLE D’ARLES

UKRAINIAN ARTIST OLEKSANDR MILOV HAS TRANSFORMED  
THIS LENIN STATUE INTO THE STAR WARS CHARACTER DARTH VADER.  

IT STANDS IN A FACTORY COURTYARD ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF ODESSA.
ODESSA, 21 NOVEMBER 2015

© NIELS ACKERMANN / LUNDI13
DESIGN ABM STUDIO

ARLES
2017 LES NUITS 

DE LA PHOTOGRAPHIE
SCREENINGS  
MUSIC 
READINGS
3 — 8 JULY
RENCONTRES-ARLES.COM
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PHotoGraPHy worksHoPs
the interaction between top professional photographers and amateurs of all levels has been a constant feature 
of the Rencontres d’arles from the outset. for more than forty years, the photography workshops have reflected 
this desire to bring together photographers from all kinds of backgrounds, enabling them to explore their 
personal creative approach while focusing on the esthetic, ethical and technological aspects of photography. the 
workshops are open to amateurs and professionals, and can be integrated into continuous professional training 
schemes (afdas, individual training leave and corporate training plans). 

sPrinG
there is a wide range of themes on offer, including the portrait, photo reports, personal experience, story-telling, 
light and compiling a personal photography book. arles provides an ideal working environment and terrain for 
numerous photographers, who make the most of the camargue's extraordinary light and landscapes at this time 
of year to produce their own personal series over several days, alternating photo shoots with analyses of the 
pictures taken. 
Guest photographers in the spring: antoinE d'aGata/Paulo nozolino/PatRicK lE bEscont/claudinE 
douRy/JéRÔME bonnEt/stéPhanE laVoué/fRanÇoisE huGuiER/GRéGoiRE KoRGanow/VEE 
sPEERs

summer
a jam-packed program is laid on throughout the summer with top photographers, many of whom have also 
exhibited at the Rencontres d’arles. several outstanding photographers and teachers who have attended the 
festival during the last few years are doing us the honor of coming back this summer. 

the program from July 3 through august 18:

Monday 3 through friday 7 july: a session With…
oliViER MEtzGER – July 3 and 4
JéRÔME bonnEt – July 4 and 5
éRic bouVEt– July 4 and 5
VEE sPEERs – July 5 and 6
GREGoiRE alEXandRE– July 6 and 7
RoGER ballEn
sylViE huGuEs — focusing on an approach and developing a photographic style

Monday 10 through friday 14 july — 5 days
MathiEu assElin — Portraits: in the light of a story
KlaVdiJ sluban — Mediterranean journey
cédRic GERbEhayE — a documentary approach

Monday 17 through friday 21 july — 5 days
bERtRand MEuniER — the things we no longer see
PiERRE dE ValloMbREusE — telling stories of people's lives
diana lui — a touch of the private and invisible
oliViER culMann — seeking a personal style

Monday 24 through friday 28 july — 5 days
ludoVic caREME - the portrait: a different me
lJubisa daniloVic - the theme of a story
chRistian cauJollE - Editing: a sense of choice
claudinE douRy — between imagination and reality

tuesday 1 through friday 4 august — 4 days
léa cREsPi — the portrait (program pending)
PatRicK lEbEscont — designing and producing a book
MEyER — Experimenting with photography
lauREnt MonlaÜ — identities and territories
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MOnDAY 7 THrOUgH FriDAY 11 AUgUST — 5 DAYS
antoinE d'aGata— the private diary: at the limits of the photographic act
stéPhaniE lacoMbE — Reflections of our feelings
JEan-chRistoPhE béchEt — forming the eye: from shooting to editing
fRédéRic stucin — the portrait: an instant; an intention

MOnDAY 14 THrOUgH FriDAY 18 AUgUST — 5 DAYS
MaRtin boGREn — a way of seeing
yann RabaniER — the portrait: from idea to meeting
PhiliPPE GuioniE — a personal project: substance and form

week-ends all year round
throughout the year, short week-end workshops are available on various themes, such as light, the city, the portrait 
and photo reports during festivals or gypsy pilgrimages to saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer.
these workshops are run by: 
 floREnt dEMaRchEz/RoMain boutilliER/dElPhinE ManJaRd/yann linsaRt/nicolas haVEttE

worksHoP eveninG Presentations
festival office, cour fanton

Wednesday nights
as an extension of the photography workshops, the Rencontres d’arles lay on screenings and discussions every 
wednesday from July 12 through august 16 in central arles. these are open-air events with the photographers who 
run the various workshops each week: privileged, friendly get-togethers, where participants can see slideshows of 
the photographers' work and talk to them about their approach, careers and views on photography.

free admission starting at 10:00 pm within the limit of places available:
july 12: MathiEu assElin / KlaVdiJ sluban / cédRic GERbEhayE
july 19: bERtRand MEuniER / PiERRE dE ValloMbREusE / diana lui / oliViER culMann
july 26: ludoVic caREME / lJubisa daniloVic / chRistian cauJollE /claudinE douRy
august 9:  antoinE d'aGata / stéPhaniE lacoMbE / JEan-chRistoPhE béchEt / fRédéRic stucin
august 16: MaRtin boGREn / yann RabaniER / PhiliPPE GuioniE

friday teMporary eXhibitions
Every workshop ends on the friday with a presentation of the work produced by the participants during the week. 
this provides a chance to talk about this unique experience, and discover different "takes" on the city of arles and 
its surrounding area. 

free admission, starting at 7:30 pm.
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eduCation and traininG  
makinG visible, learninG to look
accompanying young people in their visual discoveries, giving meaning to the images that surround us and encouraging 
a more autonomous gaze are essential issues today. for us to understand and reflect upon images, learn more about 
the artists who created them, and reinvent our own photographic practice, time is required. Rather than just relegating 
photographs to a ‘i like/i don’t like’ status, the Rencontres d’arles programmes encourage more in-depth reasoning 
and experience, thereby allowing people to develop an autonomous, neutral and critical gaze, and to forge a personal 
point of view, which can be shared with others.the educational department’s activities focus on three areas: cultural 
outreach and workshops; theoretical and practical courses for professional development training; the conception and 
dissemination of initiation tools for interpreting and understanding images. 
Each of our educational proposals and tools are conceived, tested and evaluated in consultation with photography and 
outreach experts, education professionals and many thousands of users. we sometimes also ask external consultants 
to assess our initiatives.
 
Program partners: 
Provence-alpes-côte d’azur Regional council, bouches-du-Rhône General council, canopé network, Provence-
alpes-côte d’azur Regional department of cultural affairs, Ministry of national Education, higher Education and 
Research, secretary of state for war Veterans and Remembrance, secrétariat d'état aux anciens combattants et à la 
Mémoire, city of arles, educational authorities of aix-Marseille, nice and Montpellier. 

local government support enables student transport costs to be partially or fully funded. 

a network of cultural institutions contributes to the programme by providing activities for participants: Musée 
départemental arles antique, institut national de Recherches archéologiques Préventives, école nationale 
supérieure de la Photographie d’arles, abbaye de Montmajour-centre des nonuments nationaux, Museon arlaten, 
Musée Réattu, environmental, architectural and town planning councils of the bouches-du-Rhône, Gard, and hérault, 
city of arles heritage department, festival de Marseille, fondation Vincent Van Gogh, association pour un musée de 
la résistance et de la déportation en arles et pays d’arles.

youtH worksHoPs
the Rencontres d’arles offers a playful and educative pause for young festivalgoers. Each day an outreach officer-
photographer will supervise different, two-hour long workshops about interpreting images and photographic practice. 
these workshops, arising from the new educational platform ‘l'atelier des photographes’ and the educational game 
Pause-Photo-Prose, invite children to form their own opinions about images and to develop a critical gaze.

baCk to sCHool in imaGes 
5-22 sePtember 2016
14th edition

Each year in september, back to school in images welcomes in arles 320 classes ranging from kindergarten through 
to the Masters level and 700 teachers from all disciplines.

the programme offers a personal approach to photography and a dialogue between the arts (history, architecture, 
photography, visual arts) by offering students the possibility of screenings, guided exhibition visits, tours of arles’ heri-
tage sites, meeting image professionals and participating in practical workshops. 

Each registered class benefits from a customised programme developed with the collaboration of a dozen cultural 
partner organisations. the classes are accompanied by twenty-five, specially trained outreach staff with a background 
in art and photography.

Raising awareness about photography and contemporary art, developing the ability to analyse a work of art, fostering 
curiosity, a critical mind and artistic creativity are all an integral part of this project.
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ProFessional traininG  
photography education professional Meetings 
22, 23 and 24 sePtember

the Rencontres d’arles invites specialists in the cultural, educational and social spheres, and all those who 
ponder teaching photographic practice, to attend two days of activities, exchanges, experimentation and sharing 
of experiences. the programme comprises seminars, visits and brainstorming workshops focusing on the role 
photography and images play in the contemporary world. through the training received during this event, 
participants acquire methods and key tools for the implementation of educational activities adapted to their public: 
83% of participants will make use of the tools tested during training in their professional practice.  

Customised traininG
the Rencontres d’arles is an approved vocational training centre. Each year, training is offered to students and 
professionals so as to explore more deeply or experiment with visual image outreach through educational tools 
conceived by the Rencontres d’arles.

- for back to school with images, twenty-three outreach staff are trained each year by photographer-  
facilitators who alternate theory, role-play and simulated situations.
- Professional training: photographer participants, teachers, librarians and professional outreach facilitators can 
follow our professional training programme ‘Revealing Photography to all’. 
- Made-to-measure training programmes are available, upon request, throughout the year, in arles or  
elsewhere, for professionals, schools and community groups: libraries, social centres, city councils,   
businesses. 

mobile tools 
C u s to m i s e d  tr a i n i n  Pau s e - P H oto - P r o s e ,  a n  e d u Cati o n a l 
PHotoGraPHy Game
the Pause-Photo-Prose game triggers spoken exchange and listening, boosts confidence, and stimulates the ima-
gination, curiosity, inspiration and practices. this board game for six to forty participants has three rounds, involves 
teamwork and thirty-two photographs by contemporary artists. Players have to reveal a photo through mime, a 
descriptive word, or by drawing it. Players also discover the meaning of an image through the words of the artist 
who created it, but also have to guess the context of its distribution and its influence on our perception of images.

the game does not require the supervisor or participants to have any particular knowledge about photography. it 
adapts to the context in which it is used, and to the people it is directed to and the goals specific to each situation. 
conceived with teachers and facilitators, it is already being used in 800 schools, community groups, libraries, 
social centres and museums by more than 40,000 children and adults. 

conceived in an experimentation context, in consultation with photography, education and outreach professio-
nals, the Pause-Photo-Prose game has been tested by a hundred groups and was appraised by an external assessor 
throughout its development. 

tHe PHotoGraPHers’ studio
a digital resources and creative WorKshop platforM

this free platform, conceived by the Rencontres d’arles, in collaboration with photographers, teachers, educators 
and outreach practitioners, deals with numerous questions relating to photography and is designed for users from 
the age of six to adulthood. the site provides a collection of photographs, information about the artists who crea-
ted them, avenues for thought and concrete propositions for entertaining workshop sessions suitable for a broad 
public.

Each photograph invites us to enter into a world and on an artistic journey:     

- a section with information about the artist and his/her photography allows us to broach photographic notions 
and techniques, and offers numerous complementary links. 
- a section intended for outreach practitioners and teachers proposes themed workshop sessions which can be 
customised according to the goals and the make-up of the group involved, and to suit the school curriculum or 
external activities. free of charge, this tool also exists as an app for mobile phones and tablets, and can be used 
across all mediums.

latelierdesphotographes.com
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exPerimentation in 2017
in 2017, the Rencontres d’arles continues its commitment to the project begun last year with the Judicial youth 
Protection services for a coordinated and just provision for citizen education.

the activities of the Judicial youth Protection services and those of educators focussing on images share funda-
mental goals:

- to create a context in which people can observe, listen, express themselves and accept the self-expression of 
others.  
- to take the time to think about, decipher and respect other points of view – that of the photographer artist, 
that of the other participants – and, through this, to discover one’s own difference. 
- to play a triggering role in order to encourage young people’s autonomy, and to develop and enhance their 
singularity and a better understanding of the world around them.

in 2016, the Rencontres d’arles led a program of customized guidance in coordination with the interregional direc-
torate of the Judicial youth Protection services in the south-East. 

this ambitious regional project allowed for the provision of the game Pause-Photo-Prose to reception facilities, 
offered a training program across the region to master the tools, follow-up training for participants, an evaluation, 
and feedback on concrete propositions. 2017 will anchor and further develop the activities organized in 2016, 
most notably by expanding the plan to new regions.

CliCks and Classes
Réseau canopé and an Eye for an Eye team up for the 14th clicks and classes. 

clicks and classes, a national operation run by Réseau canopé with help from the Ministry of national Education, 
aims to raise young people’s awareness of photography.

in partnership with an Eye for an Eye, an organization that puts children in touch with each other worldwide 
through the medium of photography, Réseau canopé gives clicks and classes an international scope. the new 
partner has joined the Rencontres d’arles and Réseau canopé to design the 2017 clicks and classes show. 

thE 2017 thEME: “EXchanGE”

classes from south africa, bolivia and cambodia have pooled their creativity with their french counterparts in 
order to offer a photographic creation based on the theme of exchange. 

Groups of primary, middle and high school students question photographic production during workshops led by 
a teacher, a photographer and a mediator from a cultural institution. the students then design photographs based 
on their environments, cultural identities and personalities.

the teachers use Viaéduc, a professional social network, to communicate and work with each other. teamwork not 
only boosts creativity, but also fosters mutual understanding, discovery and exchanges between cultures. at the 
end of the project, each team will present a diptych to be shown at the Rencontres d’arles.

clicKs and classes in figures: 
200 students  
9 photographers  
5 cultural organizations 

photographers/instructors:  
Régis binard, Estelle chaigne, denis lafontaine, isabelle lebon, frédéric lecloux, yann Macherez, dominique 
Mérigard, Manuel seoane, éric sinatora

cultural organizations:  
an Eye for an Eye, la criée, le Graph, les Rencontres d’arles, stimultania, association la Mano à 
couzon-au-Mont-d’or

•InternatIonal teams: 
notre-dame-de-Vaulx elementary school (Grenoble school district)/battambang french school (cambodia); 
Gilbert-dru elementary school, lyon (lyon school district)/la Paz franco-bolivian high school (bolivia); saint-
Michel de Pléchâtel elementary school (Rennes school district)/siem Reap french school (cambodia); françois-
Villon middle school, fauville-en-caux (Rouen school district)/cape town french school (south africa); le bastion 
middle school, carcassonne (Montpellier school district)/la Paz franco-bolivian high school (bolivia); Général 
J.h.fabre high school, carpentras (aix-Marseille school district)/cape town french school (south africa) 

photographes 
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photographs by the photographers teachers. froM left to right and top to bottoM:
bertrand Meunier, olivier Metzger, jean-christophe bÉchet, frÉdÉric stucin, ludovic carÈMe, Éric bouvet, 
laurent Monlaü, claudine doury, ljubisa danilovic, jÉrôMe bonnet, Klavdij sluban, roger ballen, Mathieu 
asselin, stÉphanie lacoMbe, Martin bogren, antoine d'agata, lÉa crespi, olivier culMann, cÉdric gerbehaye, 
yann rabanier, philippe guionie, diana lui, pierre de valloMbreuse, vee speers, Meyer, grÉgoire aleXandre. 
courtesy of the artists.
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exHibitions & PriCes
eXhibitions froM july 4 through septeMber 25  
(some exhibition venues in the city center close in the evening on sunday, august 27)

daily froM 10 aM to 7:30 pM (last admissions 30 minutes before closing time).

the Rencontres d’arles are entirely bilingual (french/English)

the exhibition catalogue will be available in July (jointly published by Rencontres d’arles and éditions actes sud, 
in a french and English version).

tiCket oFFiCes /Festival stores
online ticketing: rencontres-arles.com 

festival office: 34 Rue du docteur fanton 
Espace Van Gogh: Place félix Rey
Place de la République/église sainte-anne: Place de la République 
Ground control: next to the main arles train station 
Parc des ateliers – Grande halle: access from chemin des Minimes

 the Rencontres d’arles ticketing service does not provide access to the luMa foundation’s program.

ForFaits 

Plan your visit by booking your ticket online and take advantage of a discounted fare.

for all eXhibitions
onE adMission PER EXhibition, Valid fRoM July 3 thRouGh sEPtEMbER 24 

july/august: €36 online (€40 at ticket office) 
concessions: €28 online (€32 at ticket office)
september: (available from Monday, august 28) €30 online (€34 at ticket office) 
concessions: €25 (€29 at ticket office)

day pass 
onE adMission PER EXhibition, Valid foR onE day 

july/august: €29 online (€33 at ticket office)  
concessions €24 online (€28 at ticket office)
september (available from Monday, august 28): €27 online (€31 at ticket office) 
concessions €22 (€26 at ticket office)

7-day opening WeeK pass 
unliMitEd accEss to thE EXhibitions, fRoM Monday, July 3 thRouGh Monday, July 10* 

€49 online (€ 53 at ticket office) 
Pass must be booked online and collected at the ticket offices upon presentation of an ID. 

single ticKets
starting at €5 .

non-transferable concessions 
students, job-seekers, large families, disabled persons’ companions, Pass carmillion, adaGP members.
concession tickets booked online at a special price must be collected at the festival ticket office and will require 
personal supporting documentation and identification.

ticKet price reduction online for 2017
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free adMissions
young people under 18;
non-transferable free admissions: persons with reduced mobility, aah, Rsa, ass or asPa beneficiaries and resi-
dents of arles. 

free adMission for arles residents pour les arlÉsiens: 
tickets must be collected at the ticket office of the festival office only, upon presentation of an id and a-less-than-
three-months-old proof of residence. 

Grand-arles-exPress PartnersHiP 
upon presentation of your passes or tickets, you can see the Grand-arles-Express exhibitions and obtain 
discounts to visit their collections.
 -  carré d’art in nîmes/the beatriz Gonzalez and Jose alejandro Restrepo exhibition is included in   
 passes, and concessions are available for the collections
 -  lambert collection in avignon/the collection agnès b. exhibition is included in passes and   
 concessions are available for the collections
 -  hôtel des arts in toulon/Mathieu Pernot exhibition: free entry
 - f Rac Paca (contemporary art collection) in Marseille/Marie bovo exhibition: free entry 

ProFessional aCCreditation  
professional pass valid froM Monday, july 3 through Monday, july 10.
unliMited access to all eXhibitions & evenings
65 € (69 € at ticket office) – Professionnal pass 
100 €  – Professionnal pass + catalogue to be collected at the professional desk (option only available online)
concessions for groups of 10 people or more

non-transferable accreditation is restricted to photographers and media professionals, on presentation of 
proof of professional identity (french professionals should provide a siREt or aGEssa number, a letter from a 
company manager or any other document proving professional activity).

benefits:
- unlimited access to Rencontres d’arles exhibitions during the first week of the festival*
- Extra day pass with unlimited access on Monday, July 10
- no-queue access to evening screenings at the Roman theatre
- 5% discount in Rencontres d’arles bookstores on the festival’s catalogues and publications on   
presentation of your pass 
- access to the accredited professionals' list** 

accreditation can be requested from the “My account” space in our online store: rencontres-arles.com 

Passed can be collected starting on Monday, July 3 from 10 am to 7 pm at the festival office in 34 Rue du docteur 
fanton, just next to the Place du forum.

for more information, please contact sarah Mouchard by email at accreditation@rencontres-arles.com 
or telephone: 04 90 96 76 06/04 88 65 83 39 (direct line)

* This pass does not give access to the LUMA foundation’s program.
** This list only includes professionals who have agreed to declare their presence in Arles.
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Press aCCreditation 
non-transferable accreditation is restricted to reporters. 

press photographers are not eligible for press accreditation, but may, for a fee, obtain professional accreditation 
on presentation of proof of professional identity (see above).

all requests for press accreditation must be made at least 48 hours before attending the festival.

unanticipated requests for press accreditation cannot be processed at the ticket desk. a form is available online 
on the Rencontres d’arles website (Practical Menu/Press) to request press accreditation from the festival’s press 
agency. two accreditation options are available when applying online:

- the press pass: this is valid only during the first week of the festival and gives unlimited access to all exhibitions 
from July 3 through 9. this accreditation does not include access to evening screenings. after confirmation from 
the press agency, the pass can be collected at the press service desk, open from July 3 through 9 from 10 am to 
7 pm at 34 Rue du docteur fanton, next to the Place du forum.
- the press invitation: this is valid from July 3 through september 24, 2017. it provides one admission per 
exhibition. following confirmation from the press agency, the invitation can be collected at any of the festival’s 
ticket offices.

these accreditations do not give access to the luMa foundation’s program.

you will get a 5% discount on the festival’s catalogues and publications in the Rencontre d’arles’ book shops on 
presentation of your press pass/invitation.

press service
claudine colin communication
Virginie thomas 
3 rue de turbigo–75001 Paris–france 
tel: + 33 (0)1 42 72 60 01–fax: + 33 (0)1 42 72 50 23
rencontresarles@claudinecolin.com

Guided tours and younG 
PeoPle's worksHoPs 
Guided tours oF exHibitions

during the opening week, exhibiting photographers will present their works to visitors.

from Monday, July 10 through 24 september, a team of mediators/photographers offer daily 90-minute
guided tours at the various exhibition sites. an insightful, technical and interactive approach to the festival.

Guided tours require no reservation and are free for pass holders and those eligible for free admission
(under-18s, disabled persons, aah, Rsa, ass and asPa beneficiaries and arles residents).

information is available at the ticket office and in the "Plan your visit" section of our website
rencontres-arles.com
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worksHoP For CHildren aGed 6-12 

bring your parents along!
from July 12 through august 30 – Every day except saturday
2:30 pm – 4:30 pm at the festival office, 34 Rue du docteur fanton.
single price: €13 per child/20% discount on 5 or more sessions booked at once (i.e. €10.40)
workshops limited to 12 children aged 6 to 12

for the fourth year running, the Rencontres d’arles offer a fun, educational break for younger festival-goers. Every 
day, one of our mediator-photographers coordinates a different two-hour workshop on how to interpret images 
and take photographs. these workshops, as part of the new education platform l’atelier de Photographes and 
the educational game Pause-Photo-Prose, encourage children to think about images and develop their critical 
thinking. 

information and reservations at the ticket office or online at rencontres-arles.com.

organize a tailor-Made WorKshop!
the festival also offers parents the chance to create personalized workshops for their children. for a gathering of 
family or friends, contact us to organize a workshop especially for your children.

for more information: anne fourès/Marine Marion + 33 (0)4 90 96 76 06 

GrouP serviCes
whether you come in a group or separately, the Rencontres d’arles offer discounts on reservations for groups
of ten people or more. these special prices are mainly designed for associations, works councils and organizers 
who wish to discover arles and the festival or show them to other people, individually or through an organized trip.

whether it be a company conference or a leisure outing to explore photography and the heritage of arles, the
festival can devise a customized programme of activities tailored to your needs: personalized guided tours with
a mediator-photographer, a meeting with a photographer, a workshop/introduction to photography and how to 
interpret images, photography courses, photo rallies and so on.

Group services are available to assist you in your project and its organization.

information and reservations: 
Juliette baud, reservation@rencontres-arles.com/+ 33 (0)4 90 96 63 39
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arles, How to Get tHere ?
by road
coming from Paris/lyon/Marseille - nice: motorway a7 then a54 - Exit no. 5: arles centre-Ville.
coming from toulouse/bordeaux: motorway a9 then a54 – Exit no. 5: arles centre-Ville.
car sharing: covoiturage.fr 

if you drive an electric car, you will find 2 electric charge ports 9 avenue Jean Monnet, 13 200 arles.
 
by train
voyages-sncf.com

tél: (+ 33) 36 35
tGV Paris-arles: 4 hours
tGV Paris-avignon + connection to arles: 2 hours 40 + 40 min

by plane
nîmes airport: 25 km away
Marseille-Provence airport: 65 km away
avignon airport: 35 km away

by bus
Regular service to and from Marseille, nîmes and avignon.

for more information
lepilote.com (for travel within the bouches-du-Rhône region)
edgard-transport.fr (services to and from the Gard département)
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tHe renContres d'arles 
board oF direCtors

the Rencontres d’arles is a non-profit organisation whose budget consists of 40% public funding, with 19 % coming 
from private partners and 41 % from receipts (principally ticket sales and derivatives). 

coMMittee

hubert védrine, president
hervé schiavetti, vice-president
jean-françois dubos, vice-president
Marin Karmitz, treasurer
françoise nyssen, secretary

founding MeMbers

jean-Maurice rouquette

honorary MeMbers

city of arles
hervé schiavetti, Mayor of arles

Provence-alpes-côte d’azur
christian estrosi, MP for the bouches-du-Rhône, president of the Provence-alpes-côte d’azur Regional council

bouches-du-Rhône departement
Martine vassal, president of the bouches-du-Rhône General council

Ministry of culture and communication
pierre oudart, assistant director in charge of visual arts, director general of artistic creation 
Marc ceccaldi,regional director of cultural affairs for Provence-alpes-côte d’azur

institut français
anne tallineau, director

école nationale supérieure de la photographie d’arles
rémy fenzy, director

centre des monuments nationaux
philippe belaval, president

suitably qualified MeMbers of the board of directors

patrick de carolis, françoise de panafieu, Maja hoffmann, jean-pierre rehm, jean-noël tronc.
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olymPus
ten years oF sHared adventure at 
tHe serviCe oF PHotoGraPHy

ten years ago, in february 2008. françois hébel calls me and asks to see me in an emergency. at six weeks from the 
press conference, a major partner informed him of his withdrawal. we see each other the next day. for two years 
now, the desire to work together for les Rencontres and olympus has been in our heads. we know each other 
pretty well. we talk a lot and sketch what the olympus partnership could be.

i tell him that olympus did not have an enormous budget at its disposal. but being already a partner with 
photographers and with other institutions, olympus could contribute and bring some content. i tell him that 
olympus treats its partners with respect, and aims at long-term partnership. i commit personally on this last point, 
and for his part, so does he. the next day, i give a positive response to his offer.

ten years later, the challenge was met with françois, then sam stourdzé and with the team of les Rencontres and 
olympus. in a world so full of pessimism, it is always comforting to emphasize positive experiences. they exist, 
they're possible. but they ask for commitment, confidence, professionalism, and above all, they require that the 
people behind the project commit to it, and fight for it together.

olympus' commitment to support photography in various manners for all these years cannot be denied. olympus 
cameras continue to innovate and respond to the needs of professional and amateur photographers. the diverse 
partnerships, which continue year after year, testify to this unique commitment.

we're thrilled about this year's festival, fast-approaching. for this tenth year, we want to give the presence of 
olympus in arles a particular shade, richer and more innovative, including:

•	 a conference program at the Espace fanton led by natacha wolinski and damien sausset;
•	 carte blanche to alex Majoli on the newly-released camera by olympus;
•	 a photographic conversation between Guillaume herbaut and a young graduate of the national high school  
of Photography of arles, Eléonore lubna;; 
•	 support for the lovely and rich exhibition by Mathieu Pernot;
•	 of course, all the events at the luppé Palace, hosting us again this year;
•	 finally, to mark this anniversary, an “e-book”. twenty-five photographers and actors from the world of 
photography, who have accompanied us for ten years or more, will share their testimony with us under the 
supervision of christian caujolle in the face of this interrogation: “tomorrow? Photography…”

so let's meet at arles to support photography!

didier quilain
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about tHe luma Foundation  
and luma arles
in 2004, Maja hoffmann created the luMa foundation in switzerland to support the activities of artists, independent 
trailblazers and organizations working in the visual arts, photography, publishing, documentary filmmaking and 
multimedia. Managed as a production tool by Ms. hoffmann, the luMa foundation produces, supports and 
enables demanding art projects committed to environmental issues, human rights, education and culture in the 
broadest sense of the term. 

in 2013, Ms. hoffmann launched luMa arles to plan, draw up, develop and manage the Parc des ateliers project. 
it also supports the luMa foundation by working in arles on the creation of a new model of a cultural center.

luMa arles is an experimental contemporary art center where artists, researchers and creators from every field 
collaborate with each other on multidisciplinary works and shows. located in the Parc des ateliers, a 6.5-hectare 
site occupied by former railroad workshops built in the 1840s, luMa arles includes a resource center designed by 
architect frank Gehry; various industrial buildings undergoing rehabilitation by selldorf architects; and a public 
park laid out by landscape architect bas smets.

Part of the new Parc des ateliers building is set to open in 2018. Meanwhile, the luMa arles core group (tom Eccles, 
liam Gillick, hans ulrich obrist, Philippe Parreno and beatrix Ruf) has presented a program that occupies the site’s 
already-open venues —the Grande halle, forges and Mécanique Générale—on a rotating basis. 

Recent luMa foundation projects for luMa arles at the Parc des ateliers include “systematically open? new 
forms of contemporary image Production” (2016); “imponderable: the archives of tony oursler” (2015); “frank 
Gehry: the solaris chronicles” (2014); “wolfgang tillmans: neue welt”  (2013); “to the Moon by way of the beach” 
(2012);  “doug aitken: altered Earth, arles, city of images in Motion” (2012); “how soon is now?” (2010); and the 
symposia “how institutions think” (2016), “la crue des droits” (2013) and “the human snapshot” (2011).

the luMa foundation is delighted to have participated in defining and supporting the discovery award from 
2002 to 2016. it is now pursuing its support for the Rencontres d’arles through the luMa Rencontres dummy book 
award co-created in 2015.
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bmw and ContemPorary  
PHotoGraPHy
bMw is to partner the Rencontres d’arles for the 8th consecutive year and will be exhibiting toujours le soleil  
by dune Varela, winner of the 2016 bMw Residence.

bMw supports photography through a unique and ambitious cultural partnership in the form of an artistic resi-
dence. launched in 2011, the bMw Residence arose out of the brand’s desire to promote contemporary photogra-
phic practices and experimentation, and to support the emergence of surprising young talents.

“bMw france therefore naturally turned to photography to create a space for free expression, support production 
and promote new emerging talents. through our partnership with the Rencontres d’arles, our prizewinners gain 
exceptional visibility among professionals and the photography-loving public. at bMw we think that the best way 
to predict the future is to create it, and the future looks very exciting indeed,” says Vincent salimon, President of 
the board at bMw Group france.

for over 40 years, philanthropy and cultural sponsorship have formed an integral part of the bMw Group’s corpo-
rate culture. the cultural commitment of bMw france has pursued a common thread through the bMw Residence 
these last six years at the nicéphore niépce museum and at Gobelins, school of Visual arts from the 2017 season. 
this sponsorship is designed to encourage the creative agility of young talents. Each year an emerging photogra-
pher – selected by a jury of renowned professionals following a call for applications –  is offered an opportunity to 
bring a project to fruition during a three-month residency, and to explore new areas for reflection under the artistic 
direction of françois cheval. in addition to a 6,000-euro grant and free accommodation, the winner will see their 
work exhibited at the Rencontres d’arles, the Paris Photo exhibition and in a book jointly published by bMw and 
éditions trocadéro. 

this 8th successive year of partnership between bMw and the Rencontres d’arles fully demonstrates that 
commitment.

bMW france press office:
Maryse bataillard 
+ 33 (0)1 30 43 93 23
maryse.bataillard@bmw.fr

bmw.fr/artetculture
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tHe Fondation jan miCHalski 
Pour l’éCriture et la littérature
in 2004, Vera Michalski-hoffmann set up the fondation Jan Michalski pour l’écriture et la littérature in memory 
of her husband as a way of continuing their shared commitment to writers. the foundation aims to foster creative 
writing and encourage reading. 

designed as a small community in the heart of an inspirational natural setting, the foundation brings together 
various buildings housing diverse activities beneath a canopy. the library—multicultural, multilingual, and open 
to all since 2014—has over 60,000 works of modern and contemporary literature. the auditorium hosts literary 
discussions, readings, projections, plays and performances regularly. in addition, every year the foundation stages 
three temporary exhibitions showing writing, literature, and books from different perspectives: the world of 
writers, the history of movements and genres, and the works of artists that bring together image and word are made 
available. since the spring of 2017, the writers-in-residence program, conceived to offer a conducive environment 
for creativity, has welcomed novice and established writers of all backgrounds who are beginning, continuing 
or completing a project. furthermore, the Jan Michalski Prize for literature, awarded annually, strengthens the 
foundation’s actions by honoring an outstanding work of world literature. the foundation also provides grants for 
numerous literature-related projects.

the fondation Jan Michalski offers a unique cultural space open to the world where writers, artists, and members 
of the public mix.

fondation jan Michalski pour l’écriture et la littérature 
en bois désert 10
ch-1147 Montricher

fondation-janmichalski.com
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tHe AnnéE FrAncE-cOLOmbIE 2017
the focus on colombia at the Rencontres d’arles, one of the highlights of the année france-colombie 2017, 
unveils an art scene still largely unknown in france, and begins a cycle of exhibitions and artistic projects that 
we hope will help to establish colombia as one of the hot-spots of contemporary creation. the artists chosen 
by sam stourdzé and carolina Ponce de léon tackle the need to overcome traumatic memories through formal 
experiments in which photography often takes pride of place. through a selection from the Poniatowski collection, 
it is fascinating to see how original these works are in the context of latin american creation, and to explore the 
shifting boundaries between vernacular photography and works of art, as illustrated in the Rencontres. a new 
vision of colombia emerges from these confrontations. 

Presidents Juan Manuel santos and françois hollande decided to organize the année france-colombie in 2017 
to consolidate the flourishing bilateral relations encouraged by the peace agreements with the faRc, which have 
ended fifty years of conflict. the aim is also to change the way france is perceived in colombia, and vice versa, by 
moving beyond clichés and prejudices.

colombia is the second latin-american country after brazil to organize a cultural season with france. its rich culture, 
dynamic economic and academic energy, exceptional biodiversity and development in terms of sustainable cities 
make it a key partner in latin america. 

the colombian season in france (June-december 2017) follows on from the french season in colombia 
(december 2016-June 2017). the program covers every sector – culture, universities, research, economy, 
commerce, gastronomy, tourism and sport – as well as the major french cities, fostering the creation of long-term 
partnerships between the french and colombian peoples and the active involvement of companies and local 
governments.

the year is organized in france by the institut français, acting on behalf of the Ministries of foreign affairs and 
international development and culture and communication, and in colombia by an interdepartmental committee 
made up of the Ministries of culture, External Relations, foreign trade and national Education. 

anne louyot  
french commissioner 
of the année france-colombie 2017 

fabian sanabria  
colombian commissioner 
of the año colombia-francia 2017

PATrOnS cOMMiTee OF THe AnnÉe FrAnce-cOlOMBie 2017

ArTiSTic MAniFeSTATiOn OrgAniSeD AS PArT OF  THe  AnnÉe FrAnce-cOlOMBie 2017
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snCF Gares & Connexions: 
PuttinG tHe sPotliGHt on Culture 
since its creation, sncf Gares & connexions has stood for the idea that railway stations are fully-fledged living 
places, at the crossroads of many different paths. they transform our regions and make everyday life easier. 
accommodating ten million travellers, visitors and passers-by each day requires a strong commitment, to conti-
nuously enhance the quality of operations, design new services, and update the sites. 

sncf Gares & connexions has put culture at the heart of railway stations: art is essential for life, personal enrich-
ment, and social harmony. in close connection with local cultural institutions and current events, the branch regu-
larly offers travellers and passers-by a wide range of continuously changing artistic and cultural events,. 

a key partner of france’s most well-renowned photography events such as PhotoMed, imagesingulières, la Gacilly, 
and circulation(s), the group has also in the last few years invested in contemporary art and music. today, over a 
hundred railway stations nationwide bring culture all-year round into the daily lives of travellers and passers-by. 

Resolutely committed to the Rencontres d’arles, sncf Gares & connexions is promoting its program this summer 
for the 8th consecutive year, by exhibiting a series of emblematic photographs at the Gare de lyon station in Paris 
and saint-charles station in Marseille. sncf Gares & connexions is also offering for the first time this year, an 
exclusive exhibition by the swiss photojournalist niels ackermann. Entitled Looking for Lenin, ackermann’s long-
term project on a ukraine in full transformation and de-communization will premiere at the Gare d’avignon tGV. 

press: 
claire fournon 
ext.itg-portage.claire.fournon@sncf.fr  
01 80 50 04 30 / 06 17 51 06 89

gares-sncf.com 
sncf.com

in 2016, the rencontres d'arles were the XXl guests of the avignon tgv train station. (photograph by david paquin). 
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swiss 
ConFederation
switzerland sponsors les Rencontres photographiques 
since already three years! a unique opportunity to 
share who we are through images, which reflect our 
country, with its many faces and diverse cultures. 
with pride and keen enthusiasm, switzerland exists 
in arles with its artists, institutions, schools, festivals, 
publishers...and its nonante-neuf !   

this meeting area built in the heart of les Rencontres 
is designed to encourage get-togethers and 
discussions on switzerland and photography.  
this year, an unique installation takes the space:  
Better Worlds. differents photographers’ worlds are 
exhibited by the photographic department of the 
cEP, Vevey,  and the Musée de l'Elysée in a genuine 
swiss wood building. Meanwhile, Pro helvetia, the 
swiss foundation for culture, is laying on a cycle 
of lectures and panels at the nonante-neuf Talks, 
discussion podium installed within the  
cosmos-arles books space.

like with the Swiss Rebels exhibition by  
Karlheinz weinberger, the Rencontres program 
provides yet another close-up this year on swiss 
photographic scene and its artists: niels ackermann 
and his hidden statues of lenin, the lausanne 
outsider art collection and dubuffet’s photography, 
along with photographers Ester Vonplon and  
Philippe dudouit for the new discovery award.

nesPresso  
at the rencontres d’arles 

cafÉVidEncE

what do nespresso and the Rencontres d’arles 
have in common? Passion, authenticity and a strong 
desire to share. to do that, nespresso is again 
honored to support this major event in the world of 
contemporary art.

in this year of cultural exchanges between latin 
america and france, the Rencontres d’arles is 
doing its part with “latina!”, a program of four 
exhibitions on colombia. what better choice than 
nespresso to support this approach? 

colombia, one of the world’s leading coffee 
producers, has been a key member of nespresso’s 
aaa sustainable quality program since 2004. Every 
day, sustainable actions financially support 40,000 
colombian coffee-growers, helping them to 
improve their production and preserve their land for 
future generations.

inventiveness is in nespresso’s dna. the 
company’s commitment to creation is tangible, 
from its partnerships with the école nationale 
supérieure des beaux-arts de Paris and the école 
nationale supérieure des arts décoratifs to regular 
collaborations with famous designers. 

in 2010, nespresso became highly interested 
in photography, producing the chants de café 
exhibition in collaboration avec the eminent 
photographer Reza to mark the aaa program’s 10th 
anniversary.

from france to colombia, coffee to photography, 
nespresso to the Rencontres d’arles, different 
worlds mix, overlap and pursue the same goal: the 
perfect gesture.

in addition to backing the south american shows, 
nespresso will have the pleasure of introducing 
Vertuo coffee during tastings organized for art-
lovers at the 2017 Rencontres d’arles.
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lËtz’arles 
(luxembourG) 
fluX feelings

lët’z arles grew out of the desire to form a partnership 
between the Rencontres d’arles and the Grand duchy 
of luxembourg. it is an independent organization set 
up by professionals from various backgrounds with one 
thing in common: a passion for photography, for arles 
and for everything the Rencontres stands for in the 
world of contemporary creation.

little-known luxembourg has a few secrets that are 
sometimes too closely guarded. one of them is a 
vibrant, prolific photography scene. together under 
the name Flux Feelings, the artists selected have been 
offered a platform dedicated to contemporary creation 
in an open, multidisciplinary, innovative spirit, like the 
country with which they have a special relationship.

a selection of collections and support from 
luxembourg’s institutions, such as the national 
audiovisual centre (cna), the steichen collections, 
the Mudam, the city of luxembourg’s collections and 
organizations including café-crème, Photomeetings 
luxembourg, les amis des Musées d’art et d’histoire, 
the Edward steichen award luxembourg, private 
collections, the private sector and many volunteers, 
provide an overview of a multifaceted country. in 
addition, Flux Feelings has been placed under the high 
patronage of her Royal highness the hereditary Grand 
duchess, Princess stéphanie of luxembourg.

Flux Feelings is proud to be a participant of the 
Rencontres d’arles as an associate program and 
pays homage to Edward steichen, who was born in 
luxembourg. in 1961, the famous photographer and 
curator asked arles photographer lucien clergue to 
exhibit at MoMa and had the museum acquire some 
of his photographs. that is when clergue realized that 
photography was considered an art in united states. 
from that point on, he tirelessly worked to have it 
recognized as a full-fledged art in france as well.

let the other great small country of photography 
surprise you in the bright, magical ambiance of the 
chapelle de la charité.

press contact: 
isabelle faber 
+352 621 23 00 83 
presse@letzarles.lu

letzarles.lu
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yellowkorner
yellowKorner promotes photography amongst 
a wide audience. driven by the passion of its 
founders, Paul-antoine briat and alexandre de Metz, 
it has been showcasing new talent and encouraging 
creativity since 2006.

yellowKorner’s network of 90 galleries worldwide 
disseminates series by famous or emerging 
photographers with expertise, and sets high 
standards for making prints and publishing art 
books.

Exhibiting works by world famous artists in the 
heart of saint-Germain-des-Prés at the la hune 
bookstore-gallery, which the group bought in 2015, 
now rounds out this exciting program. the works of 
Elliott Erwitt, oliviero toscani nobuyoshi araki have 
been shown here.

in the spirit of the arles festival, yellowKorner 
has fostered productive interactions between 
professionals and young photographers for three 
consecutive years at the Photo folio Review. from 
over 400 portfolios, a jury of experts select and 
promote works by five artists considered the most 
promising. 

Huawei
for the second consecutive year, huawei, the 
world’s third largest mobile phone manufacturer, 
is proud to be associated with the prestigious 
Rencontres d’arles. 

thanks to its technical partnership with leica 
– announced in 2016 and strengthened by the 
huawei P9/P9+/Mate 9 and more recently by the 
huawei P10/P10+ – huawei is reinventing mobile 
photography through stimulating the creativity of its 
users.

since 2015, huawei has demonstrated its 
commitment to artistic photography through its 
participation in several photography festivals and 
the creation of its own huawei-photoacademy.fr 
interactive platform, launched in september 2015 
and since visited by several hundred thousand 
amateur and professional photographers. 

this second year as an official partner of the 
Rencontres d’arles is a continuation of that 
approach. besides its summer-long photo gallery, 
huawei will also shine a spotlight on amateurs, 
huawei Photo Reporters from its academy, 
instagram users and the photographers exhibiting 
in arles this year, with some wonderful surprises in 
store!

huawei is convinced that the best camera is the 
one you always have with you. with the release of 
the huawei P10, the brand continues to pursue its 
ambition to offer users a genuine mobile photo 
studio in a smartphone, so that you never miss out 
on that chance of a striking photo that truly speaks 
to you. 

Visit huawei-photoacademy.fr or the Rencontres 
d’arles website for more information.
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arte &  PHotoGraPHy 
a History oF Commitment

© newsha tavakolian, imaginary cd cover for Maral afsharian

Iran Paradox  
a documentary project by nathalie Masduraud and Valérie urréa 
Produced by anne Morien and france saint léger for aRtE.
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konbini  
partner of the rencontres d’arles 2017

Konbini is delighted to be part of the latest edition 
of the Rencontres d’arles, the world's greatest 
photography event.

Every day, Konbini's international editorial team 
provides fresh creative content to inspire the 
curious and the connected — in other words, those 
particularly in tune with the spirit of the festival.

throughout the summer, click on konbini.com for  
an updated selection of photographs and 
exhibitions, curated by our editors …

created in 2008, Konbini® is a new generation 
media site that already reaches over ten million 
unique visitors per month in over thirty countries. 

with its fresh journalistic approach and offbeat 
articles, Konbini is making a name for itself as a 
global actor in pop culture. thanks to Konbini’s 
active and influential community, its content goes 
explosively viral on social networks. 

from Paris, london, new york, Mexico, and 
lagos, Konbini covers a wide range of themes: 
entertainment, culture, lifestyle, and society, with a 
pop, creative, unique viewpoint.

all pop everything on konbini.com

Media partnership contact: 
Maud darabasz
maud.darabasz@konbini.com 
+33 (0)6 50 64 49 82

lCi 
lci, the tf1 group’s news network, is now available 
unscrambled on tnt channel 26. Journalists who 
are familiar faces in france have hosted its new 
magazines and reported the news on a new set 
since august 29, 2016. 

this new editorial ambition allowed lci to double 
its audience share to 0.5% in december 2016 
(source: Médiamat-editors service). 

lci offers long-established programs such as “lci 
Matin” (with françois-Xavier Ménage, amandine 
bégot and audrey crespo-Mara), “24h en 
questions” (with yves calvi), and “la Médiasphère” 
(with christophe Moulin). 

analysis and the aspiration to put viewers at the 
heart of the news as a way to promote dialogue and 
sharing are part of lci’s dna. the network’s main 
focus is economic, political and international news. 

it has always accompanied major cultural events 
and pursues an active exhibition partnership policy.
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adaGP
PHotoGraPHers! 
FoCus on your Priority: your 
ColleCtive riGHts
created in 1953, adaGP is the french royalty collecting and distribution society in the field of graphic and visual 
arts. supported by a global network of almost 50 sister companies, it currently represents more than 138,000 
artists in all disciplines of visual arts: painting, sculpting, photography, architecture, design, comic strips, manga, 
illustrating, street art, digital creation, video art ...
 
adaGP manages all the property rights held by artists (resale right, reproduction right, right of public 
communication, and collective rights), for all modes of use: books, media, advertising, merchandise, auctions, 
gallery sales, television, video on demand, websites, user sharing platforms …
 
More than 64,000 photographers from all around the world, are represented by adaGP, which collects and 
distributes their royalties and rights to strengthen authors’ rights in france, Europe, and worldwide.
 
subscribing to an authors’ rights association is the only way to receive the collective rights due to you (private 
digital copying, reprography, cable broadcast, public lending, etc.).
you may also receive royalties if your original photographic prints are resold (droit de suite).
 
Membership costs €15.24 with no annual contribution. adaGP’s management fees are 10% for collective rights.
 
join us and get your fair dues.
Participate in our image bank to promote your works: http://bi.adagp.fr
 
artists invent the world; adagp protects their rights.

contact:
adagp
11, rue berryer, 75008 paris
+33 (0)1 43 59 09 79
adagp@adagp.fr

adagp.fr
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saiF
PHotoGraPHers, join saiF to Claim 
your riGHts! 
saif—the société des auteurs des arts visuels et de l’image fixe—is a french authors’ society founded to defend, 
collect, and distribute visual artists’ royalties. today it has over 7,000 members, including 4,000 photographers. 
they join by buying a €15.24 share and democratically participate in its decisions at the annual general assembly 
and through its boards and committees. Rights holders may also join saif.

saif members benefit from collective rights.

legislation has set up the collective management of certain rights because of the impossibility for an author 
alone to control the many uses that are made of his work. the growth of new production, storage and distribution 
technology has compelled lawmakers to regularly update the new rights collectively managed by copyright 
collecting organisation.

there are currently four collective rights:
• private audiovisual and digital copies: created in 1985, this remuneration covers copying of a work  
 intended for private use. at first collected on audiovisual media only, in 2001 it was extended to digital  
 media. this remuneration is also used to support cultural events throughout france: 25% of the total 
 amount of remuneration for private copies goes towards funding events in the common interest.
• reprography rights: payment collected for photocopies of works published in print media or books. 
• cable broadcasting rights: payment collected for broadcasting television programs on cable networks. 
• public lending rights: payment for books lent by libraries. 

these uses generate additional revenues that are paid to you by a collective management organisation: saif !

saif can also manage your individual rights, such as reproduction and public presentation rights. it can negotiate 
general agreements with broadcasters (television, internet, etc.) on your behalf and has been approved by the 
Ministry of culture to manage resale rights (payment on the public resale of original prints or works by auction 
houses and galleries).

since its creation, saif has worked to defend and protect authors’ intellectual property rights and kept up an 
ongoing dialogue with broadcasters as well as national and international institutions (the Ministry of culture, 
csPla, European union, etc.) to make authors’ voices heard. 

contact: 
saif
82, rue de la victoire, 75009 paris 
+33 (0)1 44 61 07 82  
saif@saif.fr 

saif.fr
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Pinsent masons 
FranCe 
sKills-based corporate sponsor  
of the rencontres d'arles 2017

international law firm Pinsent Masons has long been 
involved in pro bono sponsorship and activities, 
including many partnerships in the cultural field. 
initiated by photography enthusiasts within the 
firm, Pinsent Masons forged a skills-based spon-
sorship agreement with the Rencontres d’arles in 
2015, making its lawyers’ expertise available to the 
festival.

in france, Pinsent Masons provides its clients with a 
full range of services in every area of business law. 
it brings together the skills of over 1,500 lawyers, 
including more than 400 partners, mainly throu-
ghout Europe, asia-Pacific and the Middle East.

the Paris office has nearly 40 lawyers, including 11 
partners, and advises its french and international 
clients at every stage and on all practices required 
for their transactions and investment cycles to run 
smoothly.

we provide quality advice on new technology, 
media and communications, e-commerce, intellec-
tual property, employment law, taxation, commer-
cial law, mergers-acquisitions, banking, finance, real 
estate, litigation, arbitration, construction law and 
public law.

press: 
coralie constant
+33 (0)1 53 53 09 81
coralie.constant@pinsentmasons.com

partner in charge of sponsorship:
jean-françois rage
+33 (0)1 53 53 09 64
jean-francois.rage@pinsentmasons.com

pinsentmasons.com

rivedroit 
avoCats 
sKills-based corporate sponsor  
of the rencontres d'arles 2017

since its founding, the firm of Rivedroit avocats has 
deliberately chosen to take an active part, through 
skills sponsorship, in the promotion of art and 
culture in all its forms.

after having supported Paris’ orchestra (the main 
resident of the new Philharmonie de Paris), centre 
Pompidou-Metz, and quai branly Museum, the firm 
is delighted to position itself as a long-term sponsor 
of the Rencontres d’arles.

by contributing its legal expertise to the Rencontres 
since 2015, “Rivedroit avocats wants to participate, 
however modestly, in the festival’s missions of 
sharing and discovery,” says founding partner 
nicolas Maubert.

about RiVEdRoit a.a.R.P.i.

in 2009, lawyers from several major firms founded 
Rivedroit avocats, which carries on a tradition of 
excellence and commitment to clients in a flexible, 
dynamic structure.

accustomed to multicultural work environments, 
the firm’s lawyers develop close ties with their 
clients in france and abroad, helping them with 
all of their projects’ legal aspects. clients include 
french and international corporations as well as 
sMEs.

a multidisciplinary firm, Rivedroit avocats is mainly 
active in the following areas: mergers/acquisitions, 
corporate law, foreign investment law, intellectual 
property law, art law, contract and liability law, 
criminal business law and complex commercial 
disputes. Rivedroit avocats offers its clients 
transversal solutions. 

press contact:
nicolas Maubert   
+33 (0)1 40 54 30 40  
nicolas.maubert@rivedroit.com 
 
rivedroit.com 
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teCtona
awakening emotions, seeking out beauty, 
capturing the light of Provence … it was only natural 
for tectona to become a partner of the Rencontres 
d’arles. 

as a creator of outdoor furniture, tectona breathed 
new life into the brand by giving designers the 
mission of renewing its range. design is the sign 
of a vital, dynamic brand that dares to innovate 
and challenge itself. design brings forth creative 
solutions and looks to the future of the brand by 
analysing our habits and needs. 

thanks to the combination of elegance and quality 
in materials and treatments, tectona has established 
itself over nearly forty years as the benchmark for 
fine outdoor furniture. forms of classic simplicity, 
materials chosen for their beauty and ability to 
defy the years, faultless quality produced by skilled 
craftsmanship allied with cutting-edge technology: 
all these contribute to the timeless style of tectona. 
bespeaking luxury without ostentation, tectona 
furniture is not for the moment, but for the long run. 

open your senses to the spellbinding light of 
Provence: tectona furniture, provided to the 
Rencontres d’arles for the nonante-neuf terrace, 
invites visitors to slow down, relax, and absorb the 
marvellous encounters of this festival. 
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the photograph featured on the 2016 poster Was shot by Karlheinz Weinberger, 
courtesy of esther Woerdehoff. 
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tHese elements are also available on renContres-arles.Com
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